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ABSTRACT 

Energy deposition in the form of a direct current spark discharge in Mach 2.2 flow 

is experimentally investigated, to measure the conversion efficiency of electrical energy 

into thermal energy. The energy is impulsively deposited into to the flow. This impulsive 

deposition occurs much faster than the flow can react, creating a strong blast wave and a 

high temperature, high pressure region in the flow. The plasma discharge is created 

between two sharpened tungsten electrodes inclined into the flow, powered by a pulsing 

high voltage RC circuit. Schlieren imagery was utilized to track the expansion of the blast 

wave and the expansion of the high temperature, high pressure region created by the spark 

discharge into a low density region. 

To estimate the conversion efficiency of electrical energy into the thermal energy in 

the flow, a high temperature thermodynamic heating and expansion model was developed 

to simulate the deposition process. The model consisted of two portions. First, the 

thermodynamic properties of N2, O2, N, O, Ar, were calculated from the NASA PAC 

database, valid for temperatures 200-20,000K. A high temperature air mixture was then 

constructed from the five species assuming chemical equilibrium for temperature from 

200-20,000K. Second, a heating and expansion model was developed utilizing the high 

temperature air properties. The energy deposition was modeled as a constant volume 

heating process to simulate its impulsive nature. The initial volume of the plasma is 

calculated from direct imaging of the discharge at delays ranging from 80-120ns. The 

resulting high temperature, high pressure region is then mixed with varying amounts of 

ambient air to simulate heat transfer. The high temperature region is then expanded 
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isentropically back to ambient pressure, where the final volume was compared to the

experimental Schlieren images to estimate the conversion efficiency. 

Three different capacitors were used during experimentation to vary the input 

electrical energy three orders of magnitude; specifically, the energies were calculated to

be: 3.4, 20.8 and 203mJ per pulse. The range of possible efficiencies for the three cases 

was found to be: 70-90%, 14-30%, and 5-12%. The lower energy case was found to be 

the most efficient with regards to energy conversion. However, the largest energy case 

was found to be more effective because it resulted in the region with the highest expanded 

temperature (4150K) and lowest expanded density (0.017 [kg m-3]) in its final expanded 

state. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

SHR Supersonic High Reynolds number (1.2) 

NAL National Aerothermochemistry and Hypersonic Laboratory (1.2) 

Etrans Translational Kinetic Energy (2.1.1)  

Erot Rotational Energy (2.1.1) 

Evib Vibrational Energy (2.1.1) 

Eele Electronic Energy (2.1.1) 

Etot Total Molecular/Atomic Energy (2.1.1) 

Tgas Bulk Gas Temperature (2.1.2) 

Te Electron Temperature (2.1.2) 

Tele Electronic Temperature of Molecule or Atom (2.1.2) 

Tvib Vibrational Temperature of Molecule (2.1.2) 

Trot Rotational Temperature of Molecule (2.1.2) 

Ttrans Translational Temperature of Molecule or Atom (2.1.2) 

Vb Breakdown Voltage (2.1.2) 

C Capacitor (2.1.2) 

n Refractive Index (2.4) 

ICCD Intensified Charge-Coupled Device (3.1) 

LD Discharge Gap Length (3.1.1) 

Rb Ballast Resistor (3.1.2) 

 RC Time Constant (3.1.2) 

Rs Shunt Resistor (3.1.2) 
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VA Voltage across Spark Actuator (3.1.2) 

EMI Electromagnetic Interference (3.2.3) 

 Density (3.3.2) 

V Velocity (3.3.2) 

A  Cross-Sectional Area (3.3.2) 

�̇� Mass Flow Rate (3.3.2) 

a  Speed of Sound (3.3.2) 

 Ratio of Specific Heats 

Ts Static Temperature in SHR Test Section (3.3.2) 

Ps Static Pressure in SHR Test Section (3.3.2) 

PAC NASA Glenn computer program for Properties and Coefficients (4.1) 

E/n Reduced Electric Field (4.2.1) 

 Collision Frequency (4.2.1) 

k Rate Constant (4.2.1) 

𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅ Molar Specific Heat at Constant Pressure (4.2.2) 

ℎ̅ Molar Enthalpy (4.2.2) 

𝑠𝑜̅̅ ̅ Reference Molar Entropy (4.2.2) 

𝐶𝑣
̅̅ ̅ Molar Specific Heat at Constant Volume (4.2.2) 

Ec Stored Electrical Energy in Capacitor (4.3.2) 

Ein Percentage of Ec Converted into Thermal Energy in the Flow (4.3.2) 

 Efficiency of Spark Actuator (4.3.2) 

BER Bubble Expansion Ratio (4.3.2) 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation 

Aerodynamic efficiency is essential in energy-efficient flight in any regime 

especially supersonic flight. Minimizing drag is one of the fundamental characteristics of 

aerodynamic efficiency. The three types of drag that effect all aircraft regardless of the 

flight regime are viscous skin-friction drag, lift-induced drag, and form drag. Additionally, 

supersonic and transonic aircraft that produce shockwaves experience wave or 

compressibility drag as well. High drag significantly impacts the efficiency of the aircraft 

and therefore it is imperative to find innovative methods of drag reduction. 

Over the past half century, about as long as the existence of supersonic aircraft, 

energy deposition has been recognized as an innovated method for a variety of flow 

control applications including drag reduction [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Energy deposition relates 

to the rapid introduction of energy from an electrical source into a fluid flow generating a 

plasma, that is converted into thermal energy in the flow. Energy deposition can be 

initiated by many sources including: plasma arcs/sparks, laser pulses, microwaves, 

electron beam, glow discharges and RF discharges [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]. One key feature of 

energy deposition separating it from conventional flow control methods is the short time 

scale of deposition, on the order of 10s of nanoseconds depending on the source. This 

extremely short timescale makes the deposition essentially instantaneous with regards to 

the flow, which reacts on the order of microseconds. The short time scale of energy 

deposition makes it a versatile flow control technique with numerous applications 

including drag reduction, in particular when deposited to create specific low-density 
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geometries [4, 5, 6]. Flow control applications for energy deposition include: drag 

reduction, lift enhancement, improved combustion, modification of shock structure, heat 

mitigation, etc. [1, 10, 11]. When this energy is applied continuously or sufficiently slowly 

to achieve gradual heating with subsonic expansion, its effects have been shown to be 

energetically inefficient and is commonly considered to only be useful in controlling slow, 

subsonic, flow [3]. 

1.2 Objective  

All the energy deposition techniques are initiated with electrical energy, which is 

then directly deposited into the local flow or converted to another form of energy before 

being deposited into the local flow. The particular flow control application will determine 

how and where the local flow energy is converted or directed to the global flow. Therefore, 

the conversion efficiency of electrical energy from the circuit to the local flow is essential 

to all energy deposition techniques and their associated applications.  

The objective of this research is to measure the conversion efficiency of electrical 

energy into thermal energy in a supersonic flow field during the energy deposition process. 

The electrical energy is stored in a DC charging RC circuit and released when breakdown 

of the air between the electrodes occurs creating a plasma. For this research the 

capacitances of the RC circuit used were 100pF, 1,000pF and 10,000pF, resulting in the 

electrical energy spanning three orders of magnitude from 2mJ to 200mJ. The energy 

deposition is implemented by a spark actuator consisting of two sharpened tungsten 

electrodes and mounted inside the Supersonic High Reynolds number (SHR) wind tunnel 
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located at the National Aerothermochemistry and Hypersonics Laboratory (NAL). The 

steps taken to measure the conversion efficiency of the spark actuator were: 

• Design spark actuator and RC circuit to impulsively deposit energy to the 

flow and mount it inside the SHR wind tunnel.  

• Measure the electrical energy stored in the RC circuit, which will be the 

total energy input used in the efficiency calculations.  

• Measure the initial size of the plasma filament formed inside the discharge 

region.  

• Measure the expansion of the blast wave and the high temperature, high 

pressure ‘bubble like’ region, created by the discharge to obtain expansion 

rates and the final expanded size for each input energy.  

• Develop a high temperature thermodynamic model to capture the physics 

of the energy deposition process.  

• Compare the model to the experimental measurements of the discharge 

and expanding regions to quantify the conversion efficiency as the ratio of 

stored energy in the circuit to the energy added to the gas in the flow. 

1.3 Thesis Overview  

Chapter 2 provides background relating to the physics of energy deposition. 

Including on overview of microscale thermodynamics, plasma physics, and schlieren 

imagery. A review of the energy deposition techniques and application in literature are 

examined to determine the proper effectiveness parameters.  
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Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the experimental setup. Including the 

design and fabrication of the spark actuator, the design and assembly of the powering RC 

circuit and its diagnostic equipment, and the implementation of the two imaging setups. 

The section also includes a description of the SHR wind tunnel and its supporting 

infrastructure at the NAL.  

Chapter 4 describes the two portions of the thermodynamic model implemented in 

MATLAB used to estimate the efficiency of the spark actuator. The first portion of the 

model calculates the thermodynamic properties of of N2, O2, N, O and Ar from the NASA 

PAC database. A high temperature air mixture was then constructed from the five species 

assuming chemical equilibrium for temperatures from 200-20,000K. The second portion 

of the model is a thermodynamic process model simulating the energy deposition process 

as a constant volume heating and subsequent expansion.  

Chapter 5 provides a detailed description of the experimental and computational 

results, including:  

• The average energy per pulse for each capacitor calculated from the 

measured capacitance and average breakdown voltage. 

• The initial volume of the discharge measured from the direct imaging of 

the plasma filament.  

• The final volume of the expanded region calculated from the schlieren 

images.  

• The thermodynamic properties of the high temperature air mixture 

calculated from the first portion of the thermodynamic model.  
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Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of this research and provides concluding 

remarks concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of the energy deposition process, as 

well as provides suggestions for future work.  
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Plasma 

Plasma is the fourth state of matter. As more and more energy is added to a solid 

it eventually transforms into a liquid, as more energy is again added the liquid eventually 

transforms into a gas. As more and more energy is added the electrons surrounding the 

atoms and or molecules comprising the gas will be stripped away transforming it into a 

plasma, figure 1. A plasma is defined as a quasineutral mixture of neutral particles, 

positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons which exhibits collective 

behavior.” [12]. The term quasineutral mean that the plasma has approximately equal 

number of ions as electrons i.e., the overall charge of a plasma is approximately zero. The 

term collective behavior means that the plasma motion depends not only on local 

conditions (collisions with other particles) but on the state of the plasma in remote regions 

as well. A plasma has enough charged particles that the motion of a single particle is 

determined by local conditions and by electromagnetic forces far away in the plasma. The 

best example of plasma is our Sun, an enormous sphere of plasma fueled by thermonuclear 

fusion at its core. Plasma is the most common form of matter comprising over 99% of 

known matter in the universe, since stars, nebulae, and most interstellar hydrogen is in a 

plasma state. Earth seems to be the exception, as naturally occurring plasmas are rare but 

can be found, for example during a lightning strike or the Aurora Borealis. 
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Figure 1. Plasma, 4th state of matter. 

 

2.1.1 Energy Storage Modes 

 Classical thermodynamics describes a gas on the macroscopic level. The 

macroscopic description of a gas treats it as a continuous medium (bulk fluid), and not as 

discrete particles. The macroscopic quantities describe the observable properties of the 

gas like pressure & temperature and are averaged over all the particles in the system at 

equilibrium. For the macroscopic description to be valid the gas must be in local 

equilibrium, that is there must be a sufficient number of collisions between particles. For 

example, the air in the room (at standard conditions) is considered a continuous medium 

and its temperature can be measured with a thermometer. The gas temperature measured 

by the thermometer is a measure of the average energy of the particles comprising the 

system. Now consider an individual air molecule, it will move undisturbed until it collides 

with another molecule and these collisions control the motion of the particle. As the air 

molecules collide together, the fast-moving molecules will eventually collide and transfer 

energy to the slower moving molecules, driving the system to equilibrium with a single 

macroscopic temperature. This macroscopic description of a fluid is the basis for 
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continuum mechanics and is valid when the length scale of a system of interest is much 

greater than the mean free path of the particles. 

Statistical thermodynamics describes a gas on the microscopic level. The 

microscopic description considers the gas as a collection of discrete particles. Consider 

again the air in the room, but this time as a collection of atoms and molecules instead of 

as a continuous medium. The molecules of air are mostly diatomic and can be thought of 

as a dumbbell with one atom at each end. This molecule has several modes of energy:  

1. The molecule is traveling through space, and therefore has translational kinetic 

energy (Etrans) associated with it, equation 2.1:  

𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 =
1

2
𝑚(𝑣𝑥 + 𝑣𝑦 + 𝑣𝑧)

2
     (2.1) 

Where m is the mass of the molecule and vx, vy, vz are the three components of the 

velocity in the x, y and z-directions respectively. Since the molecule can move in 

three dimensions (x, y, z) it is said to have 3 thermal degrees of freedom, figure 

2a. [13]. 

2. The molecule can rotate about three orthogonal axes in space and, therefore has 

rotational energy (Erot) associated with it, figure 2b. The energy comes from its 

angular velocity and its moment of inertia about each axis. Returning to the 

dumbbell representation, a diatomic molecule has a very small moment of inertia 

about its internuclear axis (z-axis) and its contribution to the rotational energy is 

negligible. Therefore, diatomic molecules are said to have two rotational degrees 

of freedom, [13]. 
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3. The atoms of the molecule are vibrating with respect to an equilibrium position, 

and therefore has vibrational energy (Evib). The vibration of a diatomic molecule 

is still modeled as a dumbbell but has a spring connecting the two atoms and only 

has one geometric degree of freedom (vibration along the internuclear axis), figure 

2c. There are two sources for the vibrational energy. First, the kinetic energy 

associated with the linear motion of the atoms as they move along the internuclear 

axis. Second, the potential energy associated with the intermolecular force holding 

the two atoms together. Even though the molecule only has one geometric degree 

of freedom it has two thermal degrees of freedom (kinetic and potential 

contributions), [13]. 

4. The electrons surrounding each atom are in motion about its nucleus, and therefore 

has electronic energy (Eele), figure 2d. There are two sources of electronic energy 

associated with each electron. First, the kinetic energy associated with the motion 

of the electron as it orbits the nucleus. Second, the potential energy associated with 

electron’s interaction with the electromagnetic field of the nucleus and other 

electrons [13].  
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Figure 2. Molecular energy modes. 

 

The total energy of a molecule (Etot) is the summation of all the different energy 

modes, equation 2.2:  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 + 𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 + 𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 + 𝐸𝑒𝑙𝑒      (2.2) 

However, for a single atom, like argon, only the translational and electronic energy levels 

are applicable because all three moments of inertia are negligible with regards to the 

rotational energy. 

 The dissociation of molecules can be thought of as another energy mode, because 

large amounts of energy are required to break the molecular bonds. In a spark discharge, 

multiple dissociation reactions are possible including:  

• Electron impact dissociation, occurs when a high-energy electron interacts with a 

neutral particle. 

𝑒− + 𝑁2 → 𝑁 + 𝑁 + 𝑒− 

• Heavy particle dissociation occurs when two excited particles interact. 

𝑁2
∗ + 𝑁2

∗ → 𝑁 + 𝑁 + 𝑁2 
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These dissociation mechanisms will result in a decrease in the conversion efficiency 

because a portion of the electrical energy will lead to dissociation rather than thermal 

energy in the flow. In addition, when the gas temperature reaches a point, the translational 

energy of the particles is sufficient to thermally dissociate one of the interacting molecules.  

𝑁2
𝑇 + 𝑁2

𝑇 → 𝑁 + 𝑁 + 𝑁2 

The dissociation can be thought of as a pseudo phase change in that much more energy is 

required to raise the gas temperature while the N2 dissociates, similar to the boiling process 

of any liquid.  

2.1.2 Plasma Discharges 

Plasmas fall under several categories according to their temperature, composition, 

size and electrical characteristics. Based on the relative temperatures of the electrons, ions, 

and neutrals, plasmas are classified as thermal or non-thermal. A thermal plasma is 

generated by heat addition. This thermal ionization method will create a bulk plasma but 

requires a temperature on the order of 10,000 K to create a sufficient number of charged 

particles through random collisions. A thermal plasma is considered to be in equilibrium, 

because the average temperature or energy of the free electrons is equal to the average 

temperature of the bulk gas. That is, the electrons and the heavy particles (ions and 

neutrals) have the same temperature, Te = Tgas. Note, the electron temperature (Te) is the 

average kinetic energy of the unbounded electrons in the plasma, not the electronic 

temperature (Tele) associated with the bounded electrons in an atom/molecule. A thermal 

or equilibrium plasma typically has a high degree of ionization, the percentage of neutral 
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particles that are ionized. Applications of thermal plasma are limited due to their extreme 

temperature but include arc welding and fusion research. 

 A non-thermal plasma is not in equilibrium because the average temperature of the 

electrons is not equal to the bulk gas temperature. A typical temperature distribution for a 

non-thermal plasma is:  

𝑇𝑒 = 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑒 ≥ 𝑇𝑣𝑖𝑏 ≥ 𝑇𝑟𝑜𝑡 = 𝑇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠  

Where Te is the electron temperature, Tele is the electronic excitation temperature, Tvib is 

the vibrational temperature, Trot is the rotational temperature, and Ttrans is the translational 

temperature of the molecule/atom. This temperature distribution depicts a plasma where 

the vibrational and electronic energy modes of the molecules are excited much more than 

the rotational and translational energy modes. Due to this non-equilibrium distribution of 

energy the plasma remains chemically active (from vibrational excitation), while 

maintaining a low gas temperature. Non-thermal plasmas promote chemical reactions at a 

lower operating temperature then a conventional catalyst. A non-thermal or non-

equilibrium plasma has a lower degree of ionization compared to a thermal plasma, but is 

still quasineutral and exhibits collective behavior. Non-thermal plasmas have a wide range 

of applications including: fluorescent lighting, semiconductor processing (deposition and 

etching), sterilization, petroleum processing, and others. 

 A plasma can be created and sustained with the application of a strong electric 

field without substantial heating to the bulk gas. This is possible because the electric field 

can directly add energy to the electrons. Consider two electrodes separated by a gas and 

connected to a power source, figure 3. The electric field initially accelerates a single free 
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electron, produced by cosmic ray or another external source. The accelerating electron 

will eventually collide with another particle. If the energy of the electron is less than the 

ionization energy (energy required to remove the outer most electron from an 

atom/molecule in its ground state) for a given gas the electron will transfer its energy to 

one of the varies energy modes of the particle it collides with. If the electric field strength 

is increased to a point where the energy gained by an electron between collisions is larger 

than the ionization energy the electron will ionize the next particle it collides with. After 

the first ionization event two electrons exist between the electrodes, and both will be 

accelerated to a kinetic energy greater than the ionization energy. These two accelerating 

electrons will then collide with two other particles and ionize them, removing two more 

electrons. The acceleration/ionization process will continue and an electron avalanche will 

form in the discharge gap (space between the electrodes).  

 

Figure 3. Schematic of electric field plasma generation. 
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For a given pressure the discharge gap determines the voltage (breakdown voltage) 

required to initiate the electron avalanche. As the electrons ionize the gas its dielectric 

strength breaks down forming a conducting medium, plasma. The applied voltage and the 

electrode spacing determine the electric field in units of [V/m] required to breakdown the 

gas depending on its composition, [14]. 

 Plasma discharges are classified by their voltage and current characteristics, figure 

4. The region from A to E is the dark discharge regime and depicts the ionization process 

described above. Once breakdown is achieved the required voltage drops significantly due 

to the transition of the gas from an insulator to a conductor and current begins to flow 

from anode to cathode and the plasma transitions into a glow discharge, from E to F. As 

the current is further increased from point F, the normal glow discharge transitions into an 

abnormal glow discharge, that only occurs if the electrode area is limited and at high 

pressures. An abnormal glow is not typical. At point H, the temperature of the electrodes 

become hot enough that the cathode begins to emits electrons thermionically. If sufficient 

current is supplied to the discharge it will undergo a glow-to-arc transition, from H to I. 

The arc regime, from I to K, will continue as long as sufficient current can be supplied to 

the discharge.  
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Figure 4. Current-voltage characteristic of an electric discharge. 

 

 If the power source driving the discharge cannot sustain the current required by an 

arc the discharge will extinguish itself. Consider an RC circuit powered by a high voltage 

DC source connected in parallel with a discharge gap filled with air, figure 5. The capacitor 

will charge up until the voltage across it reached the breakdown voltage (Vb) of the gap. 

Once breakdown is achieved the capacitor will discharge across the gap. Since the 

discharge gap now has a low electrical resistance the current flowing from the capacitor 

will be large and the discharge transitions to an arc. However, this large current can only 

be supplied by the capacitor for a very short time, on the order of 10s of nanoseconds, 

depending on the plasma’s electrical resistance. Once the capacitor’s output current cannot 

sustain the arc the discharge extinguishes. This extremely short time scale arc is called a 
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spark discharge. A Lighting strike during a storm is an example of a spark discharge, albeit 

on a very large scale. A spark discharge is accompanied by a characteristic cracking sound 

produced by a blast wave generated by the rapid increase in pressure due to the intensive 

release of energy in the spark channel, [14]. 

 

Figure 5. RC circuit connected in parallel to air gap. 

 

2.2 Energy Deposition 

 The utilization of plasma for flow control has been of interest for many decades. 

The declassification of the AJAX program, which is a conceptual hypersonic, air-

breathing aircraft originally designed by the Leninetz Holding Company in St. Petersburg, 

Russia [2]. The AJAX aircraft utilized microwave generators to create an ionized airflow 

ahead of the aircraft. The ionized airflow allowed for the precise control of the aircraft’s 

aerodynamics which was controllable by shifting the focal point of the microwave 

radiation. The benefits of the ionized airflow included reduction in drag and heat transfer, 

and an increased lift force leading to an overall increase in the aircraft’s lift-to-drag ratio, 

[16, 17]. The AJAX program drew the attention of researchers and scientists from many 

countries to the use of plasma for flow control at supersonic and hypersonic velocities. 

The AJAX program also lead to the creation of bilateral conferences in the fields of 

aerospace plasma technologies between the United States and Russia beginning in 1997, 
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which lead to a great wealth of knowledge in the field of energy deposition over the past 

two decades, with the bulk of the effects having been quickly recognized as predominantly 

thermal in nature, [3, 18, 19, 20] 

2.2.1 Deposition Techniques 

 Many different energy deposition techniques have been developed over the past 

few decades, including, but not limited to: plasma arcs/sparks, laser pulses, microwave 

radiation, and electron beams. The deposition techniques can be categorized into two 

groups. First, the deposition techniques that require physical contact with the flow. These 

techniques include the spark and arc discharge because they require an anode and cathode 

to produce a plasma. This technique is not widely used due to the detrimental effects 

associated with its physical contact with the flow. However, this technique has been used 

to deposit energy on a surface, for example the leading edge of an airfoil. Leonov et al. 

[21, 22] performed a series of experiments to investigate the effect of surface electrical 

discharge on flow properties at transonic speeds. Electrodes were mounted flush to the 

floor of a M=0.95 transonic wind tunnel and created a surface plasma in the discharge gap 

that formed a subsonic heated zone near the surface. 

 Second, deposition techniques that do not require physical contact with the flow. 

The two techniques that have been experimentally investigated are deposition by high 

energy laser pulses, and focused microwave radiation. Both techniques focus down their 

respective EM radiation until the photon flux reaches a critical value ionizing the air 

creating a plasma. Experimental laser energy deposition has been performed in supersonic 

flows by Minucci et al. [8], Yanji et al. [23], Toro et al. [24], Tretyakov et al. [25] and 
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Adelgren et al. [26, 27, 28]. Minucci et al. used a CO2 laser to create a directed energy air 

spike in a hypersonic shock tunnel [8]. Yanji et al. used an Nd:YAG laser at a wavelength 

of 1064nm and a pulse energy of 100mJ to break down the hypersonic flow in a shock 

tunnel [23]. Toro et al. performed a series of experiments for a directed energy air spike 

at M=10, with powers up to 70kW, [24]. Tretyakov et al. performed experiments to 

measure the drag on a cone-cylinder and hemisphere-cylinder at M=2 in argon in the 

presence of a high frequency CO2 laser discharge upstream of the cylinders, [25]. 

Adelgren et al. examined the effect of pulsed energy deposition on the flow structure of 

an isolated sphere at M=3.45 using an A Nd:YAG laser at 532nm with a 10ns pulse 

duration, 10Hz repetition rate and energy levels ranging from 12mJ to 300mJ, [26, 27, 

28]. 

 Experimental microwave energy deposition has been performed in supersonic 

flows by Kolesnichenk et al. [7, 29-34] and Exton et al. [35]. Kolesnichenko et al. 

examined the effect of a microwave filament discharge on the aerodynamic drag of blunt 

bodies at M=1.7–2.1 in air, argon, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. Peak microwave power 

reached 220kW at a maximum pulse duration of 2s, [7, 29-34]. Exton et al conducted an 

experiment with microwave energy deposition at M=6 upstream of a blunt cylinder, with 

microwave pulses operating at 16.5GHz, a power 475kW and pulse duration of 3.5s, 

[35].  

2.2.2 Applications of Energy Deposition 

 The applications for energy deposition in high speed flows are numerous and 

include drag reduction, heat mitigation, shockwave mitigation, sonic boom alleviation 
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combustion enhancement, lift/moment enhancement, etc. The two applications that have 

received the most attention concerning experimental energy deposition are drag reduction 

and modification of the shock structure. The mechanism of drag reduction by energy 

deposition is similar to a spike extending from a blunt-nose of a supersonic/hypersonic 

vehicle. The spike generates a conical oblique shockwave that encompasses the vehicle 

and begins to turn the flow upstream of the vehicle. Pressure drag on the body can drop 

by 50% or more because the detached normal shockwave from the blunt nose is no longer 

present. However, the spike like the first set of deposition techniques, is a physical 

impingement on the flow and its effectiveness is limited because of cooling requirements 

and frictional drag of the spike, [3]. Energy deposition using technique 2 (laser or 

microwave radiation) would create a similar effect as the spike without its detrimental 

effects. The immediate effect of energy deposition focused upstream of the vehicle is to 

heat, pressurize, and slow the energized region. When sufficient energy is supplied weak 

compression waves form around the energized region. The interaction between the 

energized region and the vehicle causes the blunt nose normal shockwave to weaken and 

move upstream. This results in a rapid transition of the normal shockwave into an oblique 

shockwave and coalesces with the compression waves emanating from the energized 

region. The transition of the normal shockwave results in a large decrease in the pressure 

drag encountered by the vehicle, [3, 1]. To reduce drag in an energy-efficient fashion that 

improves at higher speeds, Kremeyer deposited energy impulsively along a body's 

stagnation line [4, 5, 6]. 
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 Experimental energy deposition in high speed flows for drag reduction has been 

performed by Tretyakov et al. [25] and Adelgren et al. [26, 27, 28] using a laser, 

Kolesnichenko et al. [7, 29-34] using microwave radiation, and Leonov et al. [21, 22] 

using surface electrical discharges. Tretyakov et al. measured a drag reduction of up to 

45% of the baseline at M=2 by laser energy deposition, [25]. Adelgren et al. used single 

laser pulses to generate a thermal spot upstream of the isolated sphere’s bow shock. 

Schlieren images were used to visualize the interaction between the bow shock and the 

thermal spot. The interaction caused the shock to lens forward resulting in a decrease in 

pressure on the surface of the sphere reducing drag. Once the thermal spot passes through 

the bow shock, a compression wave forms and the surface pressure recovers to its 

undisturbed value, [26, 27, 28]. Kolesnichenko et al. used schlieren visualization to view 

the lensing of the bow shock due to the interaction with the thermal spot generated by the 

microwave pulse. Surface pressure measurements displayed the initial drop in stagnation 

pressure associated with the expansion fan generated by the interaction of the thermal spot 

with the bow shock. Stagnation pressure measurements indicate a significant momentary 

drag reduction, [7, 29-34]. Leonov et al. used a flat plate force balance to evaluate the 

effect of surface discharges on skin friction drag at M=0.95. A frictional drag reduction of 

15% to 20% was measured with respect to the baseline. [21, 22]. 

All the energy deposition techniques reviewed above are similar in that they create 

a high temperature, low density region upstream or on the surface of an aerodynamic body, 

[1, 3, 5, 9]. It is these thermal effects that are the primary mechanism for drag reduction 

and not effects from the plasma, which only acts to transfer the electrical energy into 
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thermal energy, [9]. Steady energy deposition upstream on an aerodynamic body reduces 

 in the drag force (D), equation 2.3. 

𝐷 = 𝐶𝑑

1

2
𝜌𝑈∞

2      (2.3) 

Where Cd is the drag coefficient and U∞ is the free stream velocity, [36]. Therefore, for 

this research the final expanded temperature and the final expanded density of the effected 

region created by the spark actuator, will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

energy deposition process.  

 

2.3 Schlieren Imagery  

 The expansion rate and final size of the high temperature, high pressure region are 

critical measurements required to quantify the discharge efficiency. However, the high 

temperature, high pressure region is just an amorphous bubble of hot air, that is 

indistinguishable from the surrounding air to the human eye or any camera operating at 

any wavelength. Therefore, schlieren imagery, which allows the visualization of 

phenomena in transparent media, was utilized to measure the rate of expansion and the 

final size of the discharge region.  

 Humans have no way to discern the phase difference in a ray of light, they see only 

amplitude, color and contrast. This is exactly what the schlieren method accomplishes, it 

translates the phase difference into amplitude and sometimes color differences, visible to 

the human eye. Light travels at it maximum speed of co=3x108[m/s] when propagating 

through a vacuum, however, it slows upon interactions with matter. The ratio of the light 

ray’s velocity difference is termed the refractive index (n), equation 2.4: 
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𝑛 =
𝑐𝑜

𝑐
     (2.4) 

Where c is the velocity of the light ray in the given medium. For air the refractive index is 

related to the density by equation 2.5:  

𝑛 − 1 = 𝑘𝜌     (2.5) 

Where k is the Gladstone-Dale coefficient, k=0.23 [cm3 g-1] for air at standard conditions, 

and the term (n-1) collectively is referred to as the refractivity of the medium. The 

refractive index is only weakly dependent on the density and therefore a precise, sensitive 

optic system is required to detect the variations [37]. 

 The schlieren imaging method works because optical inhomogeneities refract or 

bend light rays in proportion to their gradients of the refractive index [8, Settles]. Take, 

for example, an undisturbed light ray (from the extended light source) propagating in the 

positive z-direction towards a region with varying density (S) and therefore varying 

refractive index, figure 6.  

 

Figure 6. Light ray propagation in a schlieren imaging system. 

 

The resulting ray curvature is given by equation 2.6.  
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𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑦
     (2.6) 

Integrating the above equations once yields the components of the ray deflection in the x 

and y directions. For a two-dimensional schlieren setup with length L along the optical 

axis (z-axis), the ray deflection x & y are given by equations 2.7.  

𝜀𝑥 =
𝐿

𝑛𝑜

𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑥
   ,   𝜀𝑦 =

𝐿

𝑛𝑜

𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑦
     (2.7) 

Where no is the refractive index of the surrounding gas [37].  

 Equations 2.6 gives a mathematical basis for the schlieren imaging method. The 

gradient of the refractive index causes the light ray to deflect. Combining equation 2.5 

with equation 2.6 shows the relationship between the ray deflection and the gas density, 

equation 2.8.  

𝜀𝑥 =
𝐿 𝑘

𝜌𝑜𝑘 + 1
 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑥
   ,   𝜀𝑦 =

𝐿 𝑘

𝜌𝑜𝑘 + 1
 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑦
     (2.8) 

Where o is the density of the surrounding gas, and shows the light ray is always bent 

towards the region of higher density. Equation 2.8 shows the illumination level in the 

schlieren image responds to the first spatial derivative of the density. This sensitivity is 

what distinguishes a schlieren systems from a shadowgraph imaging systems. A 

shadowgraph is similar to a schlieren image but is only sensitive to the second spatial 

derivative of the density. Since the schlieren system is more sensitive it was used to 

measure the expansion and final size of the high temperature, high pressure region created 

from the energy deposition process.   
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

3.1 Experimental Setup  

To measure the conversion efficiency of electrical energy into thermal energy in a 

supersonic flow a spark actuator was designed and manufactured. The spark actuator is 

powered by a DC charging RC circuit, that had its voltage and current characteristics 

measured to allow calculation of the energy of the spark actuator. The energy deposition 

process was imaged utilizing a schlieren and direct imaging approach, using an Intensified 

CCD (ICCD) camera. The spark actuator was installed inside the SHR wind tunnel, 

located at the NAL.  

3.1.1 Spark Actuator 

 The spark actuator is the energy deposition device responsible for the conversion 

of electrical energy into usable flow energy. The spark actuator consists of two sharpened 

tungsten electrodes sheathed in alumina tubes that are inclined through a machined 

MACOR insert which protrudes the electrodes into the flow causing minimal disturbance, 

figure 7, 8.  

 

Figure 7. Spark actuator installed inside the SHR tunnel. 
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Figure 8. CAD drawings of spark actuator: front view (top right), side view (top left), 

isometric view (bottom). 

 

The electrodes are 1/16in OD pure tungsten welding rods that were sharpened to a 

fine point by precision diamond grinding. The electrodes were then sheathed up to their 

sharpened tips inside 1/8in OD alumina tubes (McMaster-Carr part #8746K11) to 

electrically insulate them from each other. A MACOR insert (McMaster-Carr part 

#8489K237) was machined to SHR test section insert dimensions, which allowed its 

inclusion into an existing ULTEM floor insert. The MACOR insert had two 1/8in diameter 

holes drilled at 60 normal to the top surface, creating a sealable passageway for the 

alumina sheaths, inclining the electrodes 30 relative to the incoming flow.  

The two electrodes are separated by a distance or discharge gap (Ld) of 0.3in 

(7.62mm) from each other. This region between the electrodes spanning the discharge gap 

is the discharge region where the spark forms. The discharge region is centered vertically 

in the test section with a 1.0in (25.4 mm) clearance above and below, thereby maximizing 

its electrical insulation from the SHR tunnel. The 30 inclination of the electrodes was 
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designed to create a region of flow directly behind the discharge region with minimal 

disturbances for clear schlieren images of the energy deposition expansion (expansion 

region), figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Schlieren image with undisturbed regions and discharge region. 

 

 The actual undisturbed region was smaller than designed due to shockwave 

interference. The lower boundary of the undisturbed region was affected by two 

shockwaves from the test section floor. The first shockwave was from the interface 

between the ULTEM floor insert and the SHR tunnel. The second shockwave was from 

the interface between the MACOR insert and the ULTEM floor insert. These two 

shockwaves coalesced further downstream limiting the undisturbed region. The upper 

boundary of the undisturbed region was limited by a shockwave emanating from the 

interface between a top mounted window and the SHR tunnel. Figure 10 shows the spark 

actuator in operation, with C=1000pF.  
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Figure 10. Spark actuator in operation inside SHR tunnel, with C=1000pF.  

 

3.1.2 Electrical Circuit & Diagnostics Setup 

 The external electrical circuit powering the spark actuator is a DC charging RC 

circuit, figure 11. The circuit is powered by a Glassman KL030P090 high voltage power 

supply. The Glassman power supply has a maximum output of 2700W with a maximum 

voltage of +30kVDC and a maximum output current of 90mA. The ballast resistor (Rb) 

has two function, first it is in series with the spark actuator to protect the power supply 

during discharge. The resistor prevents the plasma from drawing too much current too fast 

from the power supply. Second, the ballast resistor along with the capacitor (C) set the RC 

time constant () equal to the product of the capacitance and the ballast resistance, which 

dictates the charging rate of the capacitor thereby limiting the discharge frequency of the 

spark actuator. The ballast resistors used during the entire experiment were ten 10MΩ 

(Vishay Part # ROX30010M0FNF5) in parallel resulting in an equivalent resistance of 

1MΩ. The capacitor is the charge storage device in the circuit and its capacitance dictates 

the energy per pulse because the discharge gap length is held constant.  
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Figure 11. Circuit schematic powering spark actuator. 

 The circuit operates by charging the capacitor through the ballast resistor from the 

potential difference created by the power supply. The capacitor will continue to charge 

until the voltage across the capacitor is equal to the charging voltage, or the voltage across 

the capacitor reaches the local breakdown voltage of the discharge gap. Once the capacitor 

reaches the local breakdown voltage of the discharge gap the capacitor will discharge 

across the spark actuator and through the shunt resistor Rs to the ground plane completing 

the circuit. The current from the power supply is not large enough to sustain a continuous 

arc discharge and therefore, once the current from the capacitor drops below the threshold 

to sustain the discharge the gap reverts to an insulator and the capacitor begins to charge 

again restarting the cycle. 

 The voltage and current were measured to characterize the spark actuator. The 

voltage across the capacitor is equal to the voltage across the spark actuator (VA) as they 

share a common anode and cathode (ground connection); the resistance of Rs is negligible. 

The voltage across the capacitor is measured by a North Star PVM-4 1000:1 high voltage 

probe, capable of voltage measurements up to 40kV, figure 12. The North Star probe was 
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routed to a LeCroy Waverunner 204MXi oscilloscope to visualize and save the voltage 

waveforms. The current through the spark actuator was measured using two different 

methods. First, the voltage drop across the shunt resistor was measured by a LeCroy 

PPE6KV voltage probe routed to the same oscilloscope, figure 13. Second, a Pearson 5046 

current transformer indirectly measures the current through the spark actuator, figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 12. North Star high voltage probe connection. 
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Figure 13. Current measurement setup. 

 

3.2 Imaging Setup 

 A schlieren imaging system was used to measure the time evolution of the energy 

deposition process. The gas expanding from the discharge region will have lower density 

than the surrounding gas because of the high temperature associated with the energy 

deposition. This low density expanding region will have a large density gradient across its 

interface with the surrounding gas, which can be imaged using the schlieren system. From 

the time resolved schlieren images, the final expanded volume and expansion ratio for 

each energy input was measured. 
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3.2.1 Schlieren Hardware Setup 

 An experimental schlieren setup consists of a collimated light beam, a focusing 

element, a knife edge and a camera, figure 14. To create a collimated light beam, a light 

source is passed through a horizontal slit and focused on a 6in parabolic collimating 

mirror, figure 15. The light source used was a HPLS-36DD18B pulsed LED light, that is 

capable of 100ns–1000ns pulses with 1% duty cycle at 18 Amps. The collimated light 

beam is passed through the discharge region inside the SHR test section. A second 6in 

parabolic mirror was used as the focusing element. The horizontal knife edge was placed 

at the focal point of the second parabolic mirror. A 2in diameter 60mm focal length lens 

then focused the light beam into the camera, figure 16. The camera used was a Cooke PCO 

1600, that captures a 14 bit image with a minimum exposure of 500ns. The PCO camera 

has a minimum internal delay of 5.3s. Because a horizontal knife edge was used at the 

focal point, only density gradients in the vertical direction (y) are visible. If a vertical slit 

and knife edge had been used instead of horizontal ones, density gradients in the horizontal 

direction (x) would be visible.  
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Figure 14. Schlieren setup schematic. 

 

Figure 15. Collimating portion of schlieren setup.  
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Figure 16. Knife edge and image capture portion of schlieren setup. 

 

3.2.2 Plasma Light Filter 

 While operating the spark actuator at higher energies (>100pF) and imaging at 

delays less than 15s a portion of the schlieren image became over exposed from the light 

emitted by the plasma, figure 17. To protect the camera and image the higher energy cases, 

a filter was to limit the plasma light reaching the camera. To determine what type of filter 

was needed, spectra of the plasma were taken, orange curve figure 16. 
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Figure 17. Schlieren image with portion obscured by plasma light. 

 

The light source uses a LED operating at 632.8nm, purple curve figure 18. First, a 

610nm long pass filter was placed in the beam path. This filter helped to protect the camera 

as the images were no longer overexposed but the discharge and beginning of the 

expansion regions were still obscured by the plasma light. Next, a 1in diameter bandpass 

filter was placed in the beam path. The bandpass filter has a central wavelength of 

632.82nm with a FWHM of 102nm, green curve figure 18. The bandpass filter greatly 

reduced the intensity of the plasma light but still obscured most of the images for the 

highest energy case (10,000pF). At the end of experimental testing it was discovered that 

the bandpass filter was too small to block all the plasma light. The plasma light was 

reflected by the second parabolic mirror but was not focused down to the same focal point 

as the LED light. As a result, a portion of the plasma light passed around the 1in bandpass 

filter but hit the following 2in lens and was focused into the camera creating the plasma 

glare seen in images for the higher energy cases.  
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Figure 18. Spectrum of plasma emission, LED emission, and filter transmittance. 

 

3.2.3 ICCD Direct Imaging Setup 

 To measure the initial volume of the plasma filament, which corresponds to the 

volume affected by the energy deposition. The plasma filament exists as long as current is 

flowing through the discharge region from anode to cathode and lasts for approximately 

500ns. While current is flowing through the discharge region some of the molecules/atoms 

are electrically excited and emit light as they relax back to a lower energy state. The 

emitted light is what makes the filament visible to the human eye and allows the plasma 

to be directly imaged. 

 Since the plasma filament only emits light for ~500ns, a camera with a small 

internal delay and small exposure was required. The camera used to image the filament 

was a Stanford Computer Optics 4-Picos High Speed ICCD camera. The 4-Picos camera 

has an internal delay of 80ns and a minimum exposure of 0.2ns, allowing it to directly 
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image the plasma filament near its maximum brightness. The 4-Picos camera was mounted 

above the SHR tunnel and angled down for a clear line-of-sight to the discharge region, 

figure 19.  

 

Figure 19. ICCD camera setup, top view. 

 

 To sync the 4-Picos shutter with the plasma discharge an antenna (6in bare wire) 

was attached to the –Trig input. The antenna was used to pick up the Electromagnetic 

Interference (EMI) produced by the spark actuator during discharge. Electromagnetic 

waves travel at the speed of light (if propagating through a vacuum) and therefore are the 

fastest method to trigger the camera. The 4-Picos camera’s exposure was set to 5ns to 

image the plasma. A 5ns exposure was long enough to allow sufficient light to reach the 

camera detector, but short enough to minimize the dynamical effects and background 

noise. A background image with a 10,000pF discharge overlaid is shown in figure 20.  
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Figure 20. Background image with discharge region as shown in yellow in figure 8 

(left); 10,000pF discharge overlaid on background (right). 

 

3.3 National Aerothermochemistry and Hypersonics Laboratory  

The National Aerothermochemistry and Hypersonic Laboratory is located at the 

Wind Tunnel Complex at Easterwood Airport and houses many supersonic wind tunnels 

including the NASA Langley Mach 6 Quiet Tunnel, the Actively Controlled Expansion 

Hypersonic Tunnel and the Supersonic High-Reynolds Number Tunnel (SHR). The SHR 

tunnel and was initially developed for fundamental turbulent boundary layer research but 

has since been used on numerous projects spanning multiple disciplines. The SHR tunnel 

was originally designed in 2005 by Isaac Ekoto and Kan Kobayashi under the mentorship 

of Dr. Rodney Bowersox, the director of the NAL and the department head of the 

Aerospace Engineering Department at Texas A&M University. The tunnel has been 

modified multiple times since 2010 by PM&AM Research and continues to be upgraded 
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to facilitate the many energy-deposition-based flow-control programs the company has 

executed at Texas A&M University. 

3.3.1 Supersonic High Reynolds Number Wind Tunnel 

The SHR tunnel is a blow down style wind tunnel consisting of a settling chamber, 

converging-diverging nozzle, test section, converging-diverging diffuser, and muffler, 

figure 21. The heated compressed air first passes through the settling chamber, which 

produces a smooth uniform flow heading into the nozzle. The properties of the flow in the 

settling chamber represent the stagnation or total conditions of the flow. The settling 

chamber consists of many types of meshes with varying sized holes with diameters 

ranging from 4.8mm to 88.9μm that straighten and smooth the air, reducing turbulence. 

The settling chamber’s exit was designed to have the inviscid core of the flow pass straight 

through the square exit, so that boundary layer growth does not begin until the inlet of the 

nozzle. The nozzle is a finite radius, half-nozzle where the shape contour is only on the 

upper portion of the nozzle and the bottom portion is flat. As the air passes through the 

converging portion of the nozzle it is accelerated from stagnation conditions to sonic 

conditions at the throat (location with minimal cross-sectional area). The flow then enters 

the converging portion of the nozzle and continues to accelerate from sonic conditions to 

the design Mach number at the exit of the nozzle (M=2.2), [38, 39]. 
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Figure 21. Components of the SHR wind tunnel. 

 

 At the exit of the nozzle, the fluid is flowing at Mach 2.2 and enters the test section 

where the spark actuator is located. The test section has a rectangular cross-section 4.0in 

wide by 2.0in tall and is 21.5in long. After the test section, the SHR tunnel has a 2.0ft long 

conversion section that brings the cross-section from 4in x 2in to 3in x 3in at the beginning 

of the diffuser. The diffuser has a similar converging-diverging contour as the nozzle. 

Ideally the diffuser decelerates the supersonic flow through the converging section of the 

diffuser until the flow reaches sonic velocity at the throat, and then continues to decelerate 

the now subsonic flow through the diverging section of the diffuser to reduce the overall 

pressure differential needed to operate the tunnel. In practice a normal shockwave forms 

inside the diffuser which transitions the flow from supersonic to subsonic velocities. The 
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subsonic flow then exits the diffuser and enters the muffler to reduce the noise produced 

by the SHR tunnel to an acceptable level, [39]. 

3.3.2 SHR Flow Properties 

In supersonic flows both the density and velocity change as the cross-sectional 

area changes, in order  to conserve mass. Because of this variation in density and velocity, 

decreasing the cross-sectional area causes the velocity to decrease and the pressure to 

increase when the flow is compressible (high subsonic and supersonic). Similarly, 

increasing the area causes the velocity to increase and the pressure to decrease. This 

change in properties is exactly the opposite of the change that occurs in incompressible 

(low subsonic) flows. A great analogy is to relate subsonic flow to water flowing in a river 

and relate supersonic flow to traffic flow. As water flows down a river its velocity will 

increase as the river narrows and its velocity will decrease as the river widens, because the 

water is incompressible and mass must be conserved. As traffic flows down a highway the 

velocity will increase and density will decrease as the road widens and the velocity will 

decrease and density will increase as the road narrows, because traffic is a compressible 

medium, when considering the vehicles and air in-between them.  

Equation 3.1 gives the conservation of mass equation for a given cross-section of 

the SHR tunnel. 

𝜌 𝑉 𝐴 = �̇�     (3.1) 

Where  is the gas density, V is the velocity of the flow, and �̇� is the mass flow rate 

through the given cross-sectional area A. Because the tunnel has one inlet and one outlet 
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the mass flow rate is constant through the entire tunnel. The Mach number is defined as 

the ratio of the flow velocity to the local speed of sound (a), given by equation 3.2: 

𝑀 =
𝑉

𝑎
=

𝑉

√𝛾𝑅𝑇𝑠

     (3.2) 

Where  is the ratio of specific heats (=1.4 for air, no energy deposition), R is the specific 

gas constant (R=287 [J Kg-1 K-1] for air, no energy deposition), and Ts is the static 

temperature.  

 The flow properties of the discharge region of the spark actuator are equal to the 

static flow properties in the test section, because the test section has constant cross-

sectional area. The static pressure (Ps) in the test section is given by the isentropic relation 

given by equation 3.3, [40]. 

𝑃𝑜

𝑃𝑠
= (1 +

𝛾 − 1

2
𝑀2)

𝛾
𝛾−1

     (3.3) 

Where Po is the stagnation pressure measured in the settling chamber, and held constant 

for all experiments run; Po=35psi (241kPa). This stagnation pressure at M=2.2 yields 

Ps=3.3psi (22.8kPa), compared to the measured value of 3.38psi (23.3kPa). The static 

temperature (Ts) in the test section is given by the isentropic relation given by equation 

3.4, [40].  

𝑇𝑜

𝑇𝑠
= 1 +

𝛾 − 1

2
𝑀2     (3.4) 

For all experiments run, the stagnation temperature was held at To=310K as measured in 

the settling chamber. This stagnation temperature yields Ts=158 K through equation 3.4, 

and the static temperature was not measured experimentally in the test section. 
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3.3.3 Wind Tunnel Infrastructure 

 The SHR tunnel is supplied compressed air by two CompAir Reavell 5442 

compressors that discharge at 17.3MPa. The compressed air is then passed through a 

Domnick Hunter HDL-500 High Pressure Heatless Regenerative Air Dryer that removes 

moisture, oil, and other particulates produced by the compressors. The air dryers are 

necessary because any water will quickly condense because of the large drop in static 

temperature as the air expands through the nozzle. The compressed air is stored in an A.D. 

Smith high pressure storage vessel with an internal volume of 23.3m3 and a maximum 

operating pressure of 19.3MPa. The dried, compressed air is then heated by a Chromalox 

535kW circulation heater to avoid oxygen liquefaction. The heated, dried, compressed air 

is then regulated down to the desired stagnation pressure and piped to the settling chamber 

of the SHR tunnel [39]. The mass flow rate through the SHR tunnel is 1.36 [kg s-1]. With 

this small mass flow rate the SHR tunnel can operate continuously for 25-30 minutes. The 

variable run time exist because as the pressure in the supply tank drops below 1,000psi the 

settling chamber pressure is difficult to hold constant and the tunnel will unstart once the 

tank pressure drops below 600-700psi.  
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4. ENERGY DEPOSITION MODEL 

4.1 Model Overview 

To quantify the conversion efficiency of energy from the circuit into the local flow 

a constant volume heating and expansion model was developed. The volume of the plasma 

discharge was calculated from the ICCD images. The stored capacitive energy was added 

to the internal energy of the volume of air contained within the plasma volume to model 

the impulsive energy deposition process. The now high temperature, high pressure volume 

of air expands to ambient pressure, where the final volume was calculated and compared 

to the experimental schlieren images. The description of the model is split into two 

portions, the thermodynamic properties section and the thermodynamic process section. 

The thermodynamic properties section calculates the properties of a high temperature air 

mixture by: 

A. Import NASA data for N2, O2, N, O and Ar from the Glenn computer Properties 

and Coefficients (PAC) database valid for temperatures between 200-20,000K. 

B. Calculate the equilibrium composition by minimization of the Gibbs function.  

C. Calculate the mixture properties by weighting the individual species properties 

with the calculated equilibrium composition.  

The thermodynamic process section models the energy deposition process with four 

distinct states connected by three thermodynamic processes: 

• State 1: The static condition of SHR test section.  

o Constant volume energy addition to State 2, increasing the temperature and 

pressure of the air in the discharge gap.  
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• State 2: High Temperature High Pressure Region.  

o High temperature high pressure region is mixed with varying amounts of 

ambient air to State 3, simulating heat transfer to the surrounding. 

• State 3: Mixed High Pressure Region  

o High pressure region is expanded to ambient pressure to State 4, resulting 

in a low density high temperature region. 

• State 4: Final High Temperature, Low Density Region.  

o The efficiency of the energy deposition process was estimated by 

comparing the final expanded volume to the volume calculated from the 

schlieren images.  

All calculations for the energy deposition model were performed with MATLAB, and all 

code used is available in Appendix A.  

 

4.2 Thermodynamic Properties Model 

4.2.1 Energy Transfer and Thermal Equilibration 

 The actuator’s spark discharge transfers the stored electrical energy into the flow 

via electrons accelerated between the electrodes. These electrons collide with the ions and 

neutral particles in the plasma transferring their kinetic energy into any of the various 

energy modes of the particle. The energy however, is not equally distributed between the 

different modes. The kinetic energy gained by an electron in the discharge gap is 

characterized by the discharge’s reduced electric field (E/n), equation 4.1.  
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𝐸

𝑛
=

𝑉𝑏
𝐿𝑑

⁄

𝑛𝑜
     (4.1) 

Where E is the electric field strength given by Vb over distance Ld and no is the number 

density of neutral particles. The reduced electric field is a measure of the mean energy of 

electrons in a plasma, because an increase in the electric field strength is equivalent to a 

decrease in the density of the gas.  

The electric field strength in the discharge gap of the spark actuator is 

approximately 8,000 [V cm-1]. This electric field is calculated at breakdown and therefore, 

is the maximum electric field strength achieved by the spark actuator as it will decrease 

during the energy deposition process as the voltage across the actuator decreases. The 

number density of the gas is found from the ideal gas relation using the Ts and Ps, and 

calculated to be 1.1 x 1019 [cm-3]. Therefore, the reduced electric field of the discharge 

gap, for any capacitor used, is 7x10-16 [V cm2]. Using this reduced electric field the 

fraction of energy transferred by electrons to various energy modes of air is shown in 

figure 22, [14]. The modified plot from Riazer shows that the majority of the electron’s 

energy excites the vibrational energy modes of N2, and electronic energy modes of N2 

leading to a non-equilibrium plasma with a temperature distribution of: Te>Tele≥Tvib>Trot 

= Ttrans, gas. However, in order to increase the overall bulk temperature of the gas the various 

excited energy modes must be transferred to the translational energy modes of the air 

particles. The vibrational energy of the air molecules is transferred to the translational 

energy modes by collisions. The rotational temperature is assumed equal to the gas 

temperature because the excited rotational modes in a gas are equilibrated after a small 
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number of collisions, but equilibration of the excited vibrational modes requires 

approximately 1000 collisions, [41]. 

 

Figure 22. Fraction of energy transferred by electrons to energy modes of air. 

 

Therefore, to model the bulk temperature increase, as an impulsive increase 

(constant volume) the excited vibrational modes must equilibrate faster than the bulk flow 

will react. For this equilibration to occurs the collision frequency must be on the order of 

gigahertz. The collision frequency () is a measure of the average number of collisions 

per second for a specific type of collision, and is given by equation 4.2 for vibrational to 

translational collisions (elastic collisions).  

𝜐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 𝑛𝑜𝑘 = 𝑛𝑜〈𝑉𝜎〉𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐      (4.2) 

Where k is the rate constant equal to the average product of the velocity and collisional 

cross-section for a vibrational to translational energy transfer (𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐). The thermal 

equilibrium rate coefficient for internal energy transfer in an N2-N2 elastic collision is 

1x10-16[m3 s-1], [41]. Using this rate coefficient, the collision frequency was found to be 

1.1GHz. Therefore, thermal equilibration (~1000 collisions) will take less than 1s. 
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Similarly, the electrically excited particles will be quenched by collisions, transferring its 

electrical energy to another mode, or by photon emission, which is responsible for the 

plasma light production.  

4.2.2 NASA Glenn PAC Database 

 Due to the high temperatures achieved in the discharge region and the non-

equilibrium nature of the spark actuator, accurate thermodynamic properties of air at high 

temperatures (on the order of 104K) were required for the energy deposition model.  

High temperature thermodynamic properties of an air mixture are not readily available 

because the composition of the air mixture is also a function of the bulk temperature. 

Therefore, thermodynamic properties of the constituent species of air from the NASA 

Glenn computer program for Properties and Coefficients (PAC), [42]. The PAC database 

contains the library of thermodynamic data used with the NASA Glenn computer program 

CEA (Chemical Equilibrium with Applications), which calculates chemical equilibrium 

compositions and properties of complex mixtures. The library contains data for over 2,000 

solid, liquid, and gaseous chemical species for temperatures ranging from 200 to 20,000 

K. The data is expressed as least-squares coefficients of a seven-term polynomial for the 

molar specific heat at constant pressure (𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅) for a given species, equation 4.3: 

𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅(𝑇)

𝑅𝑢
⁄ = 𝑎1𝑇−2 + 𝑎2𝑇−1 + 𝑎3 + 𝑎4𝑇 + 𝑎5𝑇2 + 𝑎6𝑇3 + 𝑎7𝑇4     (4.3) 

Where Ru is the universal gas constant, and a1–a7 are the coefficients given in the PAC 

database. The equations for the curve fits of the molar enthalpy (ℎ̅) and reference molar 
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entropy (𝑠𝑜̅̅ ̅, calculated at Po=101.3kPa) of the given species are obtained by integrating 

𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅(T) and 𝐶𝑝

̅̅ ̅(T)/T , respectively, with respect to the temperature, equations 4.4 & 4.5:  

ℎ̅(𝑇)
𝑅𝑢𝑇⁄ = −𝑎1𝑇−2 +

𝑎2 ln(𝑇)

𝑇
+ 𝑎3 +

𝑎4T

2
+

𝑎5T2

3
+

𝑎6T3

4
+

𝑎7T4

5
+

𝑏1

𝑇
     (4.4) 

𝑠𝑜̅̅ ̅(𝑇)
𝑅𝑢

⁄ =
−𝑎1𝑇−2

2
− 𝑎2𝑇−1 + 𝑎3ln (𝑇) + 𝑎4T +

𝑎5T2

2
+

𝑎6T3

3
+

𝑎7T4

4
+ 𝑏2     (4.5) 

Where b1 and b2 are the integration constant for the ℎ̅ and 𝑠𝑜̅̅ ̅, respectively, given in the 

PAC database for the given species. 

 The PAC database was compiled from a variety of sources, over the past 50 years. 

The data for the species included in the model (N2, N, O2, O, and Ar) was originally 

obtained from publications by Gurvich, [43]. Experimental observations were used to 

determine the allowable electronic, vibrational and rotational states. The states that were 

possible and contributed to the total energy of the molecule were included in the Gurvich 

model, for the given species. The model for O2 includes 7 electronic states and all relevant 

vibrational and rotational levels. The model for N2 includes 15 electronic states with 

energies less than 12.4eV, and all relevant vibrational and rotational levels. The models 

for the three atomic species (O, N, Ar) only included electronic states. The respective 

models included five electronic states for O, five electronic states for N, and 13 electronic 

states for Ar.  

4.2.3 Chemical Equilibrium 

 The species included for the energy deposition model were N2, N, O2, O, and Ar. 

The air mixture was assumed to have an initial mole fractions (at T=200K) of:  

𝑋𝑁2
= 0.78 ,  𝑋𝑂2

= 0.21 ,  𝑋𝐴𝑟 = 0.01 ,  𝑋𝑁 = 0.0 ,  𝑋𝑂 = 0.0 
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The mole fractions at temperatures greater than 200K were calculated assuming chemical 

equilibrium at every temperature step for the following global reaction. 

0.78𝑁2 + 0.21𝑂2 + 0.01𝐴𝑟 → 𝑎𝑁2 + 𝑏𝑂2 + 𝑐𝑁 + 𝑑𝑂 + 𝑒𝐴𝑟 

Where a, b, c, d, e, are the mole of each species at temperature T. The mole fractions of 

the air mixture at temperature T are then given by, equations 4.6 - 4.10:  

𝑋𝑁2
=

𝑎

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝑒
 , 𝑋𝑂2

=
𝑏

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝑒
 , 𝑋𝑁 =

𝑐

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝑒
  

𝑋𝑜 =
𝑑

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝑒
 , 𝑋𝐴𝑟 =

𝑒

𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑 + 𝑒
     (4.6 − 4.10) 

Therefore, the chemical equilibrium calculation results in 5 unknowns (a, b, c, d, e) for 

each temperature step. The first three equations required to close the system of equations 

are the atom balances for N, O, and Ar, equations 4.11 - 4.12:  

𝑁:   2(0.78) = 2𝑎 + 𝑐 (4.11),               𝑂:   2(0.21) = 2𝑏 + 𝑑 (4.12),   

  𝐴𝑟:   0.01 = 𝑒 (4.13) 

The remaining two equations required to close the system come from the minimization of 

the Gibbs free energy for the two following subtractions: 

𝑁2 ⇌ 2𝑁    ,    𝑂2 ⇌ 2𝑂 

The minimization of the Gibbs free energy is calculated in terms of the equilibrium 

constant (Kp) for each sub reaction, given by equation 4.14 [44]:  

𝐾𝑝 = exp (
−∆𝑔𝑇̅̅̅̅

𝑅𝑢𝑇
) =

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
∑ 𝑋𝑖

(𝜐𝑖
′′−𝜐𝑖

′)

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

𝑖=1

     (4.14) 

Where Xi is the mole fraction of the ith species, i is the moles of products of the ith 

species, i is the moles of reactants of the ith species, P is the mixture pressure, Po is a 
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reference pressure equal to 101.3kPa, and ∆𝑔𝑇̅̅̅̅  is the Gibbs function change, given by 

equation 4.15: 

∆𝑔𝑇̅̅̅̅ = ∑ (𝜐𝑖
′′ − 𝜐𝑖

′)𝑔𝑇,𝑖̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

𝑖=1

  = ∑ (𝜐𝑖
′′ − 𝜐𝑖

′)(ℎ�̅� − 𝑇𝑠𝑖
𝑜̅̅ ̅)

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠

𝑖=1

     (4.15) 

Where ℎ�̅� is the molar enthalpy of the ith species and 𝑠𝑖
𝑜̅̅ ̅ is the molar entropy of the ith 

species, for the given sub reaction. Combining equations 4.14 and 4.15 for the 2 given sub 

reactions yields the final two equations to close the system, equations 4.16 & 4.17. 

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
(

𝑋𝑁
2

𝑋𝑁2

) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
(ℎ𝑁2

̅̅ ̅̅̅ − 𝑇𝑠𝑁2

𝑜̅̅ ̅̅ ) − 2(ℎ𝑁
̅̅̅̅ − 𝑇𝑠𝑁

𝑜̅̅ ̅)

𝑅𝑢𝑇
)     (4.16) 

𝑃

𝑃𝑜
(

𝑋𝑂
2

𝑋𝑂2

) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
(ℎ𝑂2

̅̅ ̅̅̅ − 𝑇𝑠𝑂2

𝑜̅̅ ̅̅ ) − 2(ℎ𝑂
̅̅̅̅ − 𝑇𝑠𝑂

𝑜̅̅ ̅)

𝑅𝑢𝑇
)     (4.17) 

Solving the system of equations (4.11-4.13, 4.16-4.17) using the ℎ̅ and 𝑠𝑜̅̅ ̅calculated from 

the PAC database (equations 4.4-4.5) yields the moles of each product (a, b, c, d, e), which 

are used to find the mole fractions (equations 4.6-4.10), figure 21.  
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Figure 23. Mole fractions of high temperature air.  

 

The pressure used in the equilibrium mole fraction calculation was found using the 

ideal gas relationship, and is used in all subsequent sections of the model. The ideal gas 

relation, in one of its many forms, is given in equation 4.18: 

𝑃𝑣 = 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑇     (4.18) 

Where P is the pressure, v is the specific volume, Rmix is the specific gas constant of the 

air mixture, and T is the temperature. To insure the validity of the ideal gas model for use 

in this model, the maximum pressure for the system was calculated and compared to the 

critical values for O2 and N2. The maximum temperatures encountered in this model and 

their corresponding pressures are listed in table 1. The maximum pressure encountered is 

large and of the same order as the critical pressure (of N2 and O2), but the temperature is 

two orders of magnitude greater than the critical temperature. The compressibility factor 
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is between Z=1-1.01, therefore, the high temperature air mixture was assumed to behave 

as an ideal gas.  

Table 1. Maximum temperature and pressure encountered during calculation. 

C [pf] Tmax [K] Pmax [MPa] 

100 1817 0.273 

1000 3168 0.487 

10000 8099 1.901 

 

4.2.4 Thermodynamic Properties of High Temperature Air 

 The molar enthalpy and entropy of the high temperature air mixture were 

calculated from the PAC database and the mole fractions for T=200-20,000K, figure 24, 

25. The molar specific heat at constant pressure for the high temperature air mixture was 

calculated from the derivative of ℎ̅mix and directly from the PAC data then weighted using 

the mole fractions, figure 26. The specific heat was calculated from the derivative of the 

mixture enthalpy to capture the effects of the changing mixture composition at higher 

temperatures (dissociation of O2 and N2). The molar specific heat at constant volume 𝐶𝑣
̅̅ ̅, 

was calculated by subtracting RU from 𝐶𝑝
̅̅ ̅, figure 26. Because the composition of the air 

mixture varies with increasing temperature Rmix will also vary with increasing temperature 

(Rmix(T)). The specific gas constant was calculated from the mole fractions and the 

atomic/molecular weights of the species, figure 27. Using Rmix(T), the thermodynamic 

properties of the high temperature air mixture were converted from a molar basis to mass 

basis, for use in the process portion of the model.  
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Figure 24. Molar enthalpy of high temperature air and its five species.  

 

Figure 25. Molar entropy of high temperature air and its five species. 
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Figure 26. Molar specific heats of the high temperature air mixture. 

 
Figure 27. Specific gas constant of the high temperature air mixture. 
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4.3 Thermodynamic Process Model 

4.3.1 Simplified Process Model 

 The thermodynamic process portion of the model utilizes the thermodynamic 

properties calculated above to estimate the efficiency of the spark actuator. The simplest 

version of the process model consists of only three states, not four. State 1 corresponds to 

the static condition of SHR test section, with an initial volume of air equal to the discharge 

volume. The electrical energy was deposited at constant volume from state 1 to 2. State 2 

corresponds to the high temperature, high pressure volume of air. The volume is then 

isentropically expanded back to the static pressure of the SHR test section. The T vs. v 

process diagram for the simplified model is shown in figure 28.  

 

Figure 28. T vs. v diagram for simplified thermodynamic process model, for C=100pF.  
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 The transition from state 1 to 2 models the energy deposition as a constant volume 

heating process. The constant volume heating assumption was utilized in this portion of 

the model because of the impulsive nature of the energy addition by the spark actuator. As 

indicated by the collision frequency, the plasma will equilibrate before the bulk flow can 

react, creating a large pressure and temperature gradient between the effected volume and 

the surrounding air. Therefore, the energy added to the given volume of air by the spark 

actuator was assumed to be added instantaneously. This was accomplished in the model 

by adding the specific capacitive energy to the total internal energy of the given volume, 

equation 4.19, first law for a closed adiabatic system. 

𝑢2(𝑇2) = 𝑢1(𝑇1) +
𝐸𝑖𝑛

𝑚1
     (4.19) 

Where u1 and u2 are the specific internal energy for their respective states, Ein is the stored 

capacitive energy, and m1 is the mass of the given discharge volume, which is constant 

during energy addition. The molar internal energy (�̅�), for use in this portion of the model, 

was calculated from the definition of enthalpy, equation 4.20: 

�̅�(𝑇) = ℎ̅(𝑇) − 𝑝𝑣 = ℎ̅(𝑇) − 𝑅𝑢𝑇     (4.20) 

Where ℎ̅ is the molar specific enthalpy calculated from the PAC data, and �̅� is the molar 

specific internal energy. The internal energy reduces to a function of temperature only 

because the enthalpy is a function of temperature only and the ideal gas relation was 

assumed. The internal energy was calculated for the same temperature range as the PAC 

data, 200–20,000 K.  
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 With u2 known the temperature of state 2 was found by interpolation of the specific 

internal energy data calculated by equation 4.20. Since assuming constant volume energy 

addition the specific volume of state 2 is equal to the specific volume of state 1 (v1=v2). 

State 2 is completely defined once T2 and v2 are calculated.  

 The transition from state 2 to 3 represents the expansion of the high temperature 

high pressure volume back to ambient pressure. The expansion process is governed by the 

second law of thermodynamics, equation 4.21:  

𝑠(𝑇3, 𝑃3) − 𝑠(𝑇2, 𝑃2) =
𝑞

𝑇
+ 𝑠𝑔𝑒𝑛      (4.21) 

Where q is the rate of heat transfer to the surroundings, sgen is the entropy generated during 

the real process and s is the actual entropy at temperature T and pressure P, calculated 

from so by equation 4.22 and assuming the ideal gas relation. 

𝑠(𝑇, 𝑃) = 𝑠𝑜(𝑇) − 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑥(T) ln (
𝑃

𝑃𝑜
)    (4.22) 

However, for the simplified version of the model, the expansion was assumed to be 

isentropic, q and sgen equal zero, simplifying equation 4.21 to equation 4.23: 

𝑠𝑜(𝑇3) = 𝑠𝑜(𝑇2) + 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑥(T) ln (
𝑃3

𝑃2
)     (4.23) 

The temperature of state 3 was then found by interpolation of the 𝑠𝑜(𝑇) function. 

However, Rmix is dependent on the temperature and therefore equation 4.23 and the 

interpolation were computed and iterated until convergence of T3 was achieved. With T3 

calculated, state 3 was fully defined since P3 is equal to P1, the ambient test section 

pressure. The final expanded volume was then calculated by multiplying v4 by m1, since 

the mass was constant throughout the simplified model.  
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4.3.2 Full Thermodynamic Process Model 

 In order to more accurately model the physical process of the energy deposition 

and subsequent expansion, an intermediate state, between state 2 and 3, was added to the 

model, to estimate the heat transfer and associated irreversibilities from the high 

temperature region to the surroundings. From state 2 of the simplified model, the high 

temperature high pressure region is mixed with a given amount of ambient air to reach the 

new state 3. The mixed hot region is then isentropically expanded to ambient pressure, 

state 4. The temperature vs. specific volume process diagram for the full heating expansion 

model with four states is shown in figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. Temperature vs specific volume process diagram for entire process model. 

 

The transition from state 1 to 2 is still modeled as a constant volume heating 

process for the full model as it was in the simplified model, because the process is a good 
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approximation of the energy deposition process. The transition from state 2 to the new 

state 3 models the mixing as a closed system constant volume process as shown in figure 

30. The mixing is assumed to occur with no heat transfer or work to/from the system 

(closed system) and therefore the energy balance of the mixing process is given by 

equation 4.24:  

𝑢3 =
𝑚2𝑢2 + 𝑚𝑎𝑢𝑎

𝑚3
     (4.24) 

Where u3 is the internal energy of the mixed hot state, ma and ua are the mass and internal 

energy of the ambient gas that are being mixed, respectively. From the continuity equation 

m3 is equal to the sum of m2 and ma. The thermodynamic properties of the ambient air 

mixed with the high temperature region are the same as state 1 and therefore all three states 

(1, 2, and 3) have the same specific volume. The transition from state 3 to 4 represents the 

expansion of the mixed hot state to ambient pressure, and is modeled the same as it was 

in the simplified process model.  

 

 

Figure 30. Diagram of constant volume mixing process.  
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 The full thermodynamic process model performs the mixing before the expansion 

(state 3a) as opposed to expansion then mixing (state 3b) because the former is less 

efficient, figure 31. The less efficient representation of heat transfer method was chosen 

because it represents the worst-case scenario and will result in a conservative estimation 

of the spark actuator’s efficiency. An approximation of the real heating and expansion 

processes of the spark actuator is included, green curve figure 31. 

 

Figure 31. T vs. v diagram, two paths from state 2 to state 4, and approximate real 

process. 

 

To compare the full process model to the experimental images a set of all possible 

solutions were produced by varying two parameters:  
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1. The percentage of electrical energy that is transferred to the flow (12). 

2. The amount of ambient air mixed with the state 2. 

The percentage of capacitor’s energy (Ec) that is transferred to the flow was termed the 

efficiency of the spark actuator because it is the fraction of electrical energy (Ein) that is 

transferred into thermal energy in the flow. The amount of ambient air mixed with the 

high temperature high pressure region (ma) is defined as the mixing factor (k), equation 

4.25: 

𝑚𝑎 = (𝑘 − 1)𝑚2     (4.25) 

Where m2 is the mass of the high temperature high pressure region. Combining equation 

4.25 with the continuity equation results in the simple relation for m3 in terms of k, 

equation 4.26: 

𝑚3 = 𝑘 𝑚2     (4.26) 

Therefore, k=1 represents the case where no ambient air is mixed with the heated region 

and the results of the full model will equal the simplified model. A mixing factor of 2 

represents the case where equal amounts of heated air and ambient air are mixed. The 

efficiency was varied from 0% to 100% and the mixing factor was varied from 1 to an 

upper bound defined from the experimental results presented in section 5 to create a 

surface of solution. Because the mixing factor is arbitrary and cannot be directly compared 

to the experimental images a bubble expansion ratio (BER) was defined to allow easier 

comparison to the experimental results, equation 4.27: 

𝐵𝐸𝑅 =  
𝜈4

𝜈3
     (4.27) 
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Where v3 and v4 are the specific volumes of the mixed state and the expanded state, 

respectively. The experimental results place an upper and lower bound on the BER, 

narrowing the range of possible efficiencies of the spark actuator. Thousands of solutions 

were calculated using the model by varying the efficiency and mixing factor. For each 

efficiency, only a single mixing factor matched the experimental results, but a large range 

was used because the specific mixing factor was not known. It was easier to implement 

the model thousands of times than solve the inverse problem, working backwards from 

state 4 to state 1. The surface of thermodynamically possible solutions for C=100pF is 

shown in figure 32. From the experimental results this surface was reduced.  

 

Figure 32. Efficiency vs BER with surface of possible solution for C=100pF, k=1-1.8.  
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5. RESULTS 

5.1 Experimental Results 

5.1.1 Electrical Energy Results  

 The electrical energy stored in the capacitor by the RC circuit was calculated two 

different ways: 

1. Integration of the instantaneous power with respect to time, equation 5.1. The 

instantaneous power was calculated by the product of the instantaneous voltage 

(V(t)) and current (I(t)) of the spark actuator.  

𝐸𝑐 = ∫ 𝑉(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡      (5.1) 

2. Calculation of the total stored energy in the capacitor at breakdown, equation 5.2: 

𝐸𝑐 =
1

2
𝐶𝑉𝑏

2     (5.2) 

Where C is the total capacitance of the circuit common to the anode. 

 

The instantaneous current through the spark actuator, used in method 1, is difficult 

to measure accurately and two methods were required to the measure the current from the 

three capacitors. First, it was calculated by measuring the voltage drop across a shunt 

resistor and dividing by the resistance of the shunt. This current measurement method 

worked well for the 100 and 1,000pF cases but the 10,000pF case over powered the shunt 

resistor used in this experiment. Second, the instantaneous current was measured by a 

current transformer. This measurement method was only used on the 10,000pF case.  
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 The breakdown voltage was calculated as the maximum instantaneous voltage for 

every voltage trace recorded, and is independent of the capacitor in the circuit. As shown 

in section 2.1.2 the breakdown voltage is only dependent on the gas pressure and the 

discharge gap length, both of which were held constant for the experiments. A total of 64 

voltage traces were recorded during all the experiments ran. The mean breakdown voltage 

across the spark actuator was found to be 6,200400V. The large interval of the mean 

voltage is typical of a spark discharge because small variations in the static pressure are 

present in the tunnel between discharges and the actual discharge length varies each event.  

 To accurately calculate the energy, the total system capacitance is required. The 

total capacitance of the circuit includes the capacitor, and all conductive material common 

to the capacitor including voltage probes. The total capacitance of the circuit was 

measured using a Amprobe meter, and found to be C=179pF, C=1,081pF and 

C=10,560pF, for the nominal 100pF, 1000pF, and 10000pF cases respectively.  

 The average stored electrical energy using method 1 for the 100pF case was found 

to be 8.0mJ. A single representative voltage/current trace calculating the voltage for the 

100pF case using method 1 is shown in figure 33. The average stored electrical energy 

using method 1 for the 1,000pF case was found to be 28.6mJ. A single representative 

voltage/current trace calculating the voltage for the 1,000pF case using method 1 is shown 

in figure 34. The average stored electrical energy using method 1 for the 10,000pF case, 

with the current measured by the transformer, was found to be 144mJ. A single 

representative voltage/current trace calculating the voltage for the 10,000pF case using 

method 1 is shown in figure 33. 
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Figure 33. V/I trace with calculated power and energy for C=179pF. 

 

 

Figure 34. V/I trace with calculated power and energy for C=1,081pF. 
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Figure 35. V/I trace with calculated power and energy for C=10,560pF. 

 

 Since the instantaneous current was difficult to measure accurately and reliably 

and two different current measurement techniques were required, method 2 was used to 

calculate the stored electrical energy for use in the thermodynamic model. The average 

energy for each capacitor was calculated from equation 5.2 using Vb,mean and the total 

circuit capacitances, table 2: 

Table 2. Stored electrical energy calculated by method 2 using Vb,mean 

Nominal Capacitance 100 pF 1000 pF 10000 pF 

Total Capacitance 179 pF 1081 pF 10,560 pF 

Vb,mean 6200 V 3.4 mJ 20.8 mJ 203 mJ 

Vb,m - 2 5800 V 3.0 mJ 18.0 mJ 176 mJ 

Vb,m + 2 6600 V 3.9 mJ 23.7 mJ 232 mJ 
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5.1.2 Discharge Volume Results  

 The discharge volume used in the constant volume heating portion of the model is 

equal to the plasma filament volume. The plasma filament volume was calculated from 

the ICCD direct imaging of the discharge, and calibrated to 576 pixels per inch. Figure 36 

is a representative image of a plasma discharge with C=10,000pF, and includes two 

separate filaments. For size reference the inner electrode spacing is 7.6mm. The volume 

of each filament was calculated assuming a sweeping cylinder shape using the measured 

diameter and length of each filament. The volume of each filament was summed up to find 

the total discharge volume for a given image. The discharge in figure 36 has two filaments 

with a volume of 0.65 and 0.87mm3 giving a total discharge volume of 1.52mm3. 

 

Figure 36. Plasma discharge for C=10,560pF, 5ns exposure at 100ns from discharge. 

 

 The discharge volume was calculated and averaged across twenty images for each 

capacitance. The images for C=10,560pF had one or two distinct filaments, figure 37. The 

average discharge volume for C=10,560pF was calculated to be 1.69mm3. The plasma 

discharge for C=1,081pF had between one and three distinct filaments, figure 38. The 

average discharge volume for C=1,081pF was calculated to be 3.21mm3. The images for 

C=179pF indicated a more diffuse spark discharge rather than a discharge with distinct 

filaments, figure 39, as seen in the 1,081 and 10,560pF images. Therefore, the discharge 
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volume was calculated as a single sweeping cylinder with a single effective diameter and 

length. The average discharge volume for C=179pF was calculated to be 3.96mm3. The 

C=10,560pF case not only deposited more energy but did so in a smaller volume giving it 

the highest energy density of 120.1 [mJ/mm3]. The C=1081pF case had an energy density 

of 6.5 [mJ/mm3] and the C=179pF case had an energy density of 0.86 [mJ/mm3]. 

Figure 37. Images of plasma discharge for C=10,560pF, 5ns exposure at 100ns from 

discharge. 

Figure 38. Images of plasma discharge for C=1,081pF, 5ns exposure at 100ns from 

discharge. 

Figure 39. Images of plasma discharge for C=179pF, 5ns exposure at 100ns from 
discharge. 
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5.1.3 Schlieren Images 

The time evolution of the expanding high temperature high pressure region 

was imaged using the schlieren setup. From these images the volume of the expanding 

region volume was measured as a function of time since discharge. The schlieren 

images only give a side view of the expanding region and therefore only the cross-

sectional area of the expanding region can be measured. However, the filament length is 

much greater than the diameter and will expand much more in the radial direction than it 

will in the cross-flow direction.  

Due to the statistical nature of the plasma discharge not every event will appear 

the same in the schlieren images. Therefore, approximately 500 images were acquired 

for every time delay (5.6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55µs) and for every 

capacitor (179, 1,081, and 10,560pF). The cross-sectional area of the expanding 

region was calculated using the ImageJ software. The area, in square pixels, was 

measured by tracing around the amorphous region, figure 40. The area was then 

converted using the schlieren image calibration equal to 771 pixels per inch. The area 

of the expanding region was measured for each individual image taken. The areas 

measured were averaged for each time delay resulting in an average expanded volume 

as a function of time since discharge. A series of averaged images were also created 

but are used only for display purposes, because the area measured in the average 

image is always larger than the individual images. The expanding region appears 

larger in the averaged image because the region is 
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not in the same location for the same delay time due to the jitter of the triggering system 

(100ns) and discharge location. 

 

Figure 40. Expanding region area calculation (individual image) for C=179pF, 

tdelay=25s. 

 

The expanding region for C=179pF reaches a steady final size at t=25-30s. The 

averaged final expanded cross-sectional area for C=179pF was found to be 3.4mm2, figure 

41. The expanded region is not visible after 45s because it leaves the undisturbed region 

and collides with the coalescing floor shock. A time evolving series of averaged images 

(display only) for C=179pF is shown in figure 42. The error bars figure 41, 43, 44 are 

based on the standard deviation of the multiple images analyzed for the particular delay 

and capacitance.  
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Figure 41. Area of expanding region as a function of time, for C=179pF. 

 

 

Figure 42. Time evolution of expanding region (averaged images), for C=179pF. 
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 Along with the size and expansion rate of the effected region the flow velocity was 

calculated from the schlieren images. The flow velocity, the velocity the effected region 

travels downstream, was calculated by dividing the distance the region traveled 

downstream by the time delay. The distance was measured from the discharge location to 

the center of the effected region. The average velocity of the effected region was found to 

be 600 [m/s] for C=100pF, figure 43. Using the static test-section temperature the speed 

of sound is approximately 252 [m/s]. The SHR tunnel operates at M=2.2 resulting in a 

theoretical flow velocity of 554 [m/s]. The difference in the measured velocity and the 

theoretical velocity is most likely due to variations in the static temperature or Mach 

number in the test-section.  

 

 

Figure 43. Velocity of affected region for C=100pF.  
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The expanding region for C=1,081pF and 10,560pF is not as well defined as the 

C=179pF for a combination of reasons. The images taken at early delays were obscured 

by the plasma light. The expanding region departed the undisturbed region of the test-

section for images with delays greater than 35s. The averaged final expanded cross-

sectional area for C=1,081pF was estimated to be 5mm2, figure 44. The averaged final 

expanded cross-sectional area for C=10,560pF was estimated to be 14mm2, figure 45. A 

time evolving series of averaged images for both C=1,081pF and 10,560pF is shown in 

figure 46. Additional images for all three input energies are available in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 44. Area of expanding region as a function of time, for C=1,081pF. 
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Figure 45. Area of expanding region as a function of time, for C=10,560pF. 

 

 

Figure 46. Time evolution of expanding region (averaged images), for 

C=1,081pF(upper) and C=10,560(lower) 
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5.2 Thermodynamic Process Model Results  

 The initial discharge volume calculated in section 5.1.2 along with the static 

conditions of the SHR test section were used as the initial conditions of state 1 in the 

process model. The model produces a surface of thermodynamically possible solutions for 

a given capacitance as a function of efficiency and BER, as shown in figure 32 for 

C=179pF. The final expanded volume and the BER were used to narrow down the possible 

solutions. The final expanded volume, calculated from the final expanded area found in 

section 5.1.3 assuming a constant length, resulted in a line of solutions. The line of 

solutions on the  vs. BER surface represents a line of constant volume corresponding to 

the experimental measured final volume. Each point on the constant volume line represent 

a possible actuator efficiency at a given BER. 

Not only was the final expanded area measured from the schlieren images but so 

was the rate of expansion. This allowed for a maximum and minimum BER to be defined. 

The maximum BER was defined as the ratio of the final expanded area over the cross-

sectional area of the plasma filament, table 3. The minimum BER was defined as the ratio 

of the final expanded area over the area of the expanding region at the smallest time delay 

possible (td,min=5.6s for C=179pF, td,min=10s for C=1,081 and td,min=15s for 

C=10,560pF), table 3. The maximum and minimum BER defined an upper and lower 

limit, respectively, for the line of solutions.  
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Table 3. Experimental parameters for process model, from experiment. 

Capacitance [pF] Final Volume [mm3] BERmin BERmax 

179 26 3.8 6.9 

1081 38 1.8 26.9 

10560 107 2.0 108.0 

5.2.1 Model Results for C=100pF 

The surface of possible solutions and the line of constant volume limited 

by the maximum and minimum BER for C=179pF is shown in figure 47. The possible 

efficiencies for the C=179pF range from 67% to 92%. The solution for larger efficiencies 

correspond to smaller mixing factors, and vice versa. For the final volume to equal 

25.9mm3 at 12=92%, the mixing factor must equal 1.0 (no mixing). At the opposite end, 

for 12=67% the mixing factor must equal 1.8 in order for the final volume to equal 

25.9mm3. The efficiency range for C=179pF is well defined because the minimum BER 

is known at early time delays (tdelay<10s). The minimum BER is not as well defined for 

C=1,081 and 10,560pF because the schlieren images were obscured by the plasma light 

and the volume of the expanding region could not be calculated at the early time delays. 
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Figure 47. Surface of thermodynamically allowable solutions, with line of constant 

volume for C=179pF. 

 

Tv diagrams corresponding to solutions at 12=70% and 12=90% for C=179pF 

are used to investigate the effect the bounding BER has on the range of possible 

efficiencies. The solution for 12=70% has a BER of 4.0 corresponding to a k=1.64, figure 

48. This solution reaches a maximum temperature of 1487K and expands to a final density 

of 0.132 [kg m-3] and temperature of 620K. The BER is on the low side of the experimental 

range indicating a decent amount of mixing/heat transfer with the ambient air. The solution 

for 12=90% has a BER of 6.3 corresponding to a k=1.02, figure 49. A maximum 

temperature of 1817K was reached for this solution and expanded to a final density of 
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0.082 [kg m-3] and temperature of 991K. The BER is on the upper end of the range 

indicating almost no mixing/heat transfer with the surroundings. 

 

Figure 48. Tv process diagram for C=179pF at 12=70%, k=1.64. 

 

 

Figure 49. Tv process diagram for C=179pF at 12=90%, k=1.02. 
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These two solutions represent the relative extremes of the possible efficiencies and 

the actual solution would probably exist somewhere in-between. The solution for 12=80% 

would be right in the middle with a BER of 5.1 corresponding to a k=1.31, figure 50. This 

median solution reaches a maximum temperature of 1653K and expands to a final density 

of 0.104 [kg m-3] and temperature of 778K. The state variables are given in table 4. 

 

Figure 50. Tv process diagram for C=179pF at 12=80%, k=1.31. 

 

Table 4. State variables for C=179pf at 12=80%, k=1.31. 

State  T [K] P [kPa] u [J kg-1 K-1] s [J kg-1K-1] v [m3 kg-1] R [kJ kg-1 K-1] 

1 155 23.3 1255 6458 1.91 287 

2 1653 248.9 1.05x106 8305 1.91 287 

3 1336 201.0 7.56 x105 8109 1.91 287 

4 778 23.3 2.76 x105 8109 9.57 287 
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5.2.2 Model Results for C=1,000pF  

The surface of possible solutions and line of constant volume for C=1,081pF is 

shown in figure 51. The possible efficiencies limited by the max and min BER range from 

8.1% to 29.2%. The solution for 12=10% is representative of the lower efficiency limit 

and has a BER of 2.1 corresponding to a k=5.64, figure 52. This solution reaches a 

maximum temperature of 1,567K and expands to a final density of 0.25 [kg m-3] and 

temperature of 327K.  

 

Figure 51. Surface of thermodynamically allowable solutions, with line of constant 

volume for C=1,081pF. 
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Figure 52. Tv process diagram for C=1,081pF at 12=10%, k= 5.64. 

 

On the opposite end of the possible efficiency range the solution for 12=27.5% 

has a BER of 10.2 corresponding to a k=1.18, figure 53. A maximum temperature of 

3,168K was reached for this efficiency and it expanded to a final density of 0.052[kg m-3] 

and temperature of 1,563K. This solution is at the upper end of possible efficiencies and 

characterized by a low degree of mixing. Even though the BER for this solution is less 

than half the maximum BER (26.9) it represents the realistic maximum efficiency because 

the maximum efficiency in this case is not limited by the maximum BER. Instead the 

maximum efficiency is limited by k=1 (simple model with no mixing) which occurs for 

the solution at 12=29.2%, where the BER is equal to 11.9. 
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Figure 53. Tv process diagram for C=1,081pF at 12=27.5%, k=1.18. 

 

 Again, the actual solution would most likely lie in-between these two extremes. 

However, the solution would not be right in the middle of the two, it would most likely 

exist in the upper half of the possible efficiency range. Because, the minimum BER is not 

as well defined for this case as it was for the C=179pF case and the minimum BER would 

only increase, with more experimental data, shrinking the range of possible efficiencies 

from the lower end. The solution at 12=22.5% represents a realistic solution in the upper 

half of the possible efficiency range. The solution for 12=22.5% has a BER of 6.7 

corresponding to a k=1.76, figure 54. A maximum temperature of 2,876K was reached for 
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this efficiency and it expanded to a final density of 0.079 [kg m-3] and temperature of 

1,046K. The state variables are given in table 5. 

 

Figure 54. Tv process diagram for C=1,081pF at 12=22.5%, k=1.76. 

 

Table 5. State variables for C=1081pF at 12=22.5%, k=1.76. 

State  T [K] P [kPa] u [J kg-1 K-1] s [J kg-1K-1] v [m3 kg-1] R [kJ kg-1 K-1] 

1 155 23.3 1255 6458 1.91 287.0 

2 2885 438.5 2.41x106 8885 1.91 289.8 

3 1907 287.0 1.29x106 8440 1.91 287.0 

4 1046 23.3 5.00x105 8440 12.87 287.0 
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5.2.3 Model Results for C=10,000pF  

 The surface of thermodynamically possible solutions and line of constant 

volume for C=10,560pF is shown in figure 55. The possible efficiencies limited by the 

max and min BER range from 2.7% to 12.6%. The solution for 12=12.5% is 

representative of the upper efficiency limit and has a BER of 60.8 corresponding to a 

k=1.03, figure 56. This solution reaches a maximum temperature of 8,525K expanding to 

a final density of 0.009 [kg m-3] and temperature of 6,983K. The line of constant pressure 

at P=23,330Pa is included in every Tv diagram as given by the ideal gas law. A line of 

constant pressure is linear with respect to T for a given v at lower temperatures where the 

specific gas constant is invariant. At temperatures around 2,500K the specific gas constant 

begins to increase as O2 dissociation begins causing the line of constant pressure to 

deviate.  
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Figure 55. Surface of thermodynamically allowable solutions, with line of constant 

volume for C=10,560pF. 

 

Figure 56. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at 12=12.5%, k=1.03. 
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 The solution for 12=3% is representative of the lower efficiency limit and has a 

BER of 2.2 corresponding to a k=28.7, figure 57. This solution reaches a maximum 

temperature of 4,237K and expands to a final density of 0.238 [kg m-3] and temperature 

of 340K. This solution is near the lower end of possible efficiencies and characterized by 

a high degree of mixing. The minimum BER for this capacitor is less known than for 

C=1,081pF, therefore, the lower efficiency limit would likely increase with more 

experimental data. Due to the uncertainty associated with the minimum BER there was no 

upper limit placed on the mixing factor when computing the surface of possible solutions 

in the process model. The amount of ambient air mixed with the high temperature high 

pressure region was increased until the line of constant final expanded volume crossed the 

minimum BER, setting the lower limit on possible efficiency. This lead to excessively 

large mixing factors at the lower end of the possible efficiency range. Excessively large 

mixing factors are not realistic, as illustrated by figure 57, because:  

• The actual mixing is not instantaneous as modeled from state 2 to state 3. The 

mixing is slow compared to the time scale of energy deposition. Therefore, mixing 

large amount of ambient air is not possible before the high temperature high 

pressure region begins to expand.  

• The temperature of the final expanded region associated with large mixing factors 

is unrealistically low.  
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Figure 57. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at 12=3%, k=28.7. 

 

 Therefore, the actual solution would most likely lie in the upper portion of possible 

efficiencies, between 12=6.0-12.0%. However, two inflection point on the line of constant 

final volume exists at ~12=9% and 12=12.1% due to the activation of various energy 

modes at the higher temperatures achieved for the C=10,560pF case. Therefore, four 

representative solution around this region are presented in table 6, figures 58-61. The state 

variables for 12=11.5 are given in table 7. 

Table 6. Properties for solutions corresponding to 12=8 - 11.5% for C=10,560pF. 

12 [%] BER k Tmax [K] Tfinal [K] final [kg m-3] 

8.0 10.6 5.90 7343 1640 0.050 

9.0 17.9 3.55 7629 2757 0.029 

10.0 25.3 2.45 7894 3698 0.021 

11.5 30.6 2.00 8099 4150 0.017 
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Figure 58. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at =8%, k=5.9. 

 

 

Figure 59. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at =9%, k=3.55. 
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Figure 60. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at =10%, k=2.45. 

Figure 61. Tv process diagram for C=10,560pF at =11.5%, k=2.0. 
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Table 7. State variables for C=10,560pF at 12=11.5%, k=2.0. 

State  T [K] P [kPa] u [J kg-1 K-1] s [J kg-1K-1] v [m3 kg-1] R [kJ kg-1 K-1] 

1 155 23.3 1255 6458 1.91 287.0 

2 8274 1999 2.41x106 12279 1.91 460.7 

3 6512 1266 1.29x106 10790 1.91 370.6 

4 4222 23.3 5.00x105 10790 59.24 327.4 

 

5.2.4 Results Overview  

 Using the justification for increasing the lower efficiency limit given in section 

5.2.2 and 5.2.3 the range of possible efficiencies was reduced for C=1,081pF and 

C=10,560pF. The range of possible efficiencies for C=179pF was not altered, as the max 

and minimum BER were well defined. The maximum mixing factor for C=1,081pF was 

reduced from 8 to 4, which increased the lower efficiency limit from 8.1% to 13.9%, figure 

62. The maximum mixing factor for C=10,560pF was reduced from 32 to 15, which 

increased the lower efficiency limit from 2.7% to 5.0%, figure 63.  
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Figure 62. Surface plot with reduced range of possible efficiencies for C=1,081pF. 

 

 

Figure 63. Surface plot with range of possible efficiencies for C=10,560pF.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary of Work Done 

 The work accomplished throughout this thesis was a combination of both 

theoretical/computational and experimental research. The experimental portion of the 

thesis included: 

• Design and fabrication of the spark actuator, which included material selection, 

machining and assembly of the components and installation into the wind tunnel 

test section.  

• Design and assembly of a high voltage pulsing RC circuit that powered the spark 

actuator.  

• Installation of diagnostic probes and transformers to measure the instantaneous 

voltage across and current through the spark actuator.  

• Operation of the Supersonic High Reynolds number wind tunnel and supporting 

infrastructure. 

• Installation of a schlieren imaging system around the SHR tunnel to image the 

energy deposition process. Schlieren images of the expanding region were taken 

at 5s intervals until the effected region was no longer visible. The volume of the 

expanding region was calculated from the images to determine the final expanded 

volume and bubble expansion ratio.  

• Set up an ICCD camera capable of nanosecond response and shutter time to image 

the individual plasma filaments. From these images the volume of the discharge 
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region was calculated for use as the initial condition for the thermodynamic 

process model.  

The theoretical/computational portion of this thesis consisted of the creation of a high 

temperature thermodynamic model of air used to estimate the efficiency of the spark 

actuator. The thermodynamic model consisted of two portions:  

1. The Thermodynamic Properties Model – This portion of the model uses the NASA 

PAC database to calculate the thermodynamic properties (enthalpy, entropy, and 

specific heat) of N2, O2, N, O, Ar, then the equilibrium composition of an air 

mixture valid for temperature between 200-20,000K.  

2. The Thermodynamic Process Model – This portion models the energy deposition 

as a constant volume heating process, creating a high temperature high pressure 

region of air. This region is then mixed with varying amounts of ambient air to 

simulate heat diffusion to the surrounding. The mixed region is then isentropically 

expanded to ambient pressure, where the final expanded volume is calculated for 

comparison to the experimental images.  

The experimental and computational results were compared to bound the efficiency of 

electrical energy conversion to thermal energy in the flow.  

6.2 Summary of Findings 

 The final expanded volume and, maximum and minimum BER were calculated 

from the series of schlieren images captured for each capacitor. The initial discharge 

volume was calculated from the images of the plasma filament. The average energy per 
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pulse for each capacitor was calculated from the mean breakdown voltage, 6,200400V, 

and measured total circuit capacitance. The experimental data is summarized in table 8. 

Table 8. Summary of experimental data. 

Nominal 

Capacitance [pF] 

Total 

Capacitance [pF] 

Energy 

[mJ] 

Final Volume 

[mm3] BERmin BERmax 

100 179 3.4 26 3.8 6.9 

1000 1081 20.8 38 1.8 26.9 

10000 10560 203 107 2.0 108.0 

 

The experimentally determined final volume and bubble expansion ratio were used to limit 

the range of possible efficiencies calculated by the thermodynamic model, the efficiency 

ranges determined for each capacitor are given in table 9. 

 

Table 9. Range of possible efficiencies. 

Nominal 

Capacitance [pF] 
Total 

Capacitance [pF] 

Energy 

[mJ] 

 Range 

[%] K Range  

BER 

Range 

100 179 3.4 67.0 - 92.0 1.0 - 1.8 3.8-6.5 

1000 1081 20.8 13.9 - 29.2 1.0 - 4.0 3.0-10.2 

10000 10560 203 5.0 - 11.8 1.9 - 15 4.2-30.6 

 

It is clear the low energy case (C=179pF) is the most efficient at converting the electrical 

energy into thermal energy in the flow. The efficiency is not the only important metric in 

classifying the effectiveness of the spark actuator. The gas temperature and density of the 

expanded region are other important metrics in determining the overall effectiveness of 

the spark actuator. These effectiveness parameters for each capacitor for the efficiency 

ranges listed above are summarized in table 10, figure 64, figure 65. The density ratio is 

defined as the inverse of the BER and indicates the final density as a percentage of the 
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initial density. The final temperature and final density follow the same trend because the 

ideal gas law was assumed and the final pressure was constant (Ps=23,300Pa) for all the 

cases.  

Table 10. Effectiveness parameters. 

Capacitor [pF] Energy [mJ] Final Temperature [K] Density Ratio 

179 3.4 590 - 1009 0.263 - 0.154 

1081 20.8 465 - 1563 0.333 - 0.098 

10560 203 649 - 4150 0.238 - 0.033 

 

 

Figure 64. Range of final expanded temperatures for the three input energies.  
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Figure 65. Range of expansion ratios for the three input energies. 

 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

 The objective of this research was to measure the conversion efficiency of 

electrical energy into thermal energy in a supersonic flow field during the energy 

deposition process. The objective of this research was accomplished but only a possible 

efficiency range was determined for each input energy, and a few important conclusions 

were drawn from the data. 

The possible efficiencies for C=100pf were much higher than the other two larger 

energy cases (C=1,000 and 10,000pF). This is due to the activation of the vibrational and 

electronic energy modes of the molecules or atoms. As the maximum temperature 

approaches 2,500-3,000K vibrational excitation and dissociation of O2 begin to absorb 

energy that would have otherwise be converted to thermal energy. This is the sharp rise 
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beginning at T2,500K in the specific heat curves, figure 24, of the high temperature air 

mixture. The dissociation can be thought of as a pseudo phase change in that much more 

energy is required to raise the gas temperature while the O2 dissociates, similar to the 

boiling process of any liquid. The second peak in figure 24 corresponds the dissociation 

of N2 but is only encountered at the upper portion of the efficiency range for C=10,000pF.  

However, throughout the course of this research it was determined that the 

efficiency is only one of the important parameters in characterizing the total effectiveness 

of the energy deposition process. The primary mechanism of the drag reduction seen in 

the reviewed literature is due to the decrease in density of the effected region. While the 

C=100pF case is more efficient with regards to energy conversion, the C=10,000pF case 

is more effective with regards to the application of drag reduction.  

6.4 Future Work 

 The results of this research helped to explain some of the underlying mechanisms 

governing energy deposition in high speed flows. However, additional experimental data 

would help to narrow down the range of possible efficiencies, including:  

• Masking the bandpass filter to block plasma light from blinding the camera at early 

delays for the two higher energy cases.  

• Obtain additional schlieren images at time delays between 1-5s after discharge.  

• Uses different capacitors to vary the input energy, including capacitors within the 

current range (for example 500, 2,000, 5,000pF) and capacitors larger than 

10,000pF.  
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• Match the inductance to each capacitor to maximize electrical power transfer, 

because the inductance of the circuit was not changed during the experiment but 

the capacitance was.  

• Run set of experiments where all three capacitors have the same energy density by 

vary gap distance (breakdown voltage).  

The thermodynamic model could be improved by better modeling heat transfer, which 

would help to limit the maximum mixing ratio, thereby reducing the range of possible 

efficiencies by increasing the lower limit. Time resolved optical emission spectroscopy 

could be used to measure the rotational and vibrational temperature of the plasma during 

the energy deposition process.  

 The future of energy deposition has the potential to revolutionize the aerospace 

community because such a wide range of techniques and applications exist. However, 

more fundamental research into the underlying physics of the energy deposition process 

are required before these technologies can become reality.  
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APPENDIX

A.1 MATLAB code 

A.1.1. Thermodynamic Properties Code 

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

P = 23331;  % [ Pa]  

v = ( Ru/ 28. 9651785) * 220/ P;  

% Mol ecul ar wei ght s  

MN2pl us = 28. 0128514;  %[ kg/ k- mol ]  

MN2 = 28. 0134000;  

MO2 = 31. 9988000;  

MN = 14. 0061514;  

MO = 15. 9994000;  

MAr  = 39. 9480000;  

M = [ MN2,  MO2,  MN,  MO,  MAr] ; 

TL = l i nspace( 150, 1000, 20);  

T M = l i nspace( 1001, 6000, 199);  

T H = l i nspace( 6025, 20000, 400);  

Tr ange = [ TM, TH] ;  

T = [ TM, TH] ;  

%% NASA Coef fi ci ent s  

a N2pl us6 = [ - 2. 845599002E+06,  7. 058893030E+03,  - 2. 884886385E+00,  3. 068677059E- 03,  - 4. 361652310E- 07,  2. 102514545E-

11,  5. 411996470E- 16,  1. 340388483 D+05,  5. 090897022 D+01] ;  

a N2pl us20 = [ - 3. 712829770 D+08,  3. 139287234 D+05,  - 9. 603518050 D+01,  1. 571193286 D- 02,  - 1. 175065525 D- 06,  

4. 144441230 D- 11,  - 5. 621893090 D- 16,  - 2. 217361867 D+06,  8. 436270947 D+ 02] ;

a Npl us20 = [ 1. 646092148 D+07,  - 1. 113165218 D+04,  4. 976986640 D+00,  - 2.005393583 D- 04,  1. 022481356 D- 08,  - 2. 691430863 D-

13,  3. 539931593 D- 18,  3. 136284696 D+05,  - 1. 706646380 D+01] ;  

% N2  

a N2_1 = [ 2. 210371497 D+04,  - 3. 818461820 D+02,  6. 082738360 D+00,  - 8. 530914410 D- 03,  1. 384646189 D- 05,  - 9. 625793620 D-

09,  2. 519705809 D- 12,  7. 108460860 D+02,  - 1. 076003744 D+01] ;  

a N2_6 = [ 5. 877124060E+05,  - 2. 239249073E+03,  6. 066949220E+00,  - 6. 139685500E- 04,  1. 491806679E- 07,  - 1. 923105485E- 11,  

1. 061954386E- 15,  1. 283210415 D+04,  - 1. 586640027 D+01] ;

a N2_20 = [ 8. 310139160E+08,  - 6. 420733540E+05,  2. 020264635E+02,  - 3. 065092046E- 02,  2. 486903333E- 06,  - 9. 705954110E-

11,  1. 437538881E- 15,  4. 938707040 D+06,  - 1. 672099740 D+03] ;  

% O2  

a O2_1 = [ - 3. 425563420 D+04,  4. 847000970 D+02,  1. 119010961 D+00,  4. 293889240 D- 03,  - 6. 836300520 D- 07,  - 2. 023372700 D-

09,  1. 039040018 D- 12,  - 3. 391454870 D+03,  1. 849699470 D+01] ;  

a O2_6 = [ - 1. 037939022E+06,  2. 344830282E+03,  1. 819732036E+00,  1. 267847582E- 03,  - 2. 188067988E- 07,  2. 053719572E- 11,  

- 8. 193467050E- 16,  - 1. 689010929 D+04,  1. 738716506 D+01] ;  

a O2_20 = [ 4. 975294300E+08,  - 2. 866106874E+05,  6. 690352250E+01,  - 6. 169959020E- 03,  3. 016396027E- 07,  - 7. 421416600E-

12,  7. 278175770E- 17,  2. 293554027 D+06,  - 5. 530621610 D+02] ;  

% N 

a N_1 = [ 0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  2. 500000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  

0. 000000000 D+00,  5. 610463780 D+04,  4. 193905036 D+00] ;

a N_6 = [ 8. 876501380E+04,  - 1. 071231500E+02,  2. 362188287E+00,  2. 916720081E- 04,  - 1. 729515100E- 07,  4. 012657880E- 11,  -

2. 677227571E- 15,  5. 697351330 D+04,  4. 865231506 D+00] ;

a N_20 = [ 5. 475181050E+08,  - 3. 107574980E+05,  6. 916782740E+01,  - 6. 847988130E- 03,  3. 827572400E- 07,  - 1. 098367709E- 11,  

1. 277986024E- 16,  2. 550585618 D+06,  - 5. 848769753 D+02] ;

% O 

a O_1 = [ - 7. 953611300 D+03,  1. 607177787 D+02,  1. 966226438 D+00,  1. 013670310 D- 03,  - 1. 110415423 D- 06,  6. 517507500 D- 10,  -

1. 584779251 D- 13,  2. 840362437 D+04,  8. 404241820 D+00] ;

a O_6 = [ 2. 619020262E+05,  - 7. 298722030E+02,  3. 317177270E+00,  - 4. 281334360E- 04,  1. 036104594E- 07,  - 9. 438304330E- 12,  

2. 725038297E- 16,  3. 392428060 D+04,  - 6. 679585350 D- 01] ;

a O_20 = [ 1. 779004264E+08,  - 1. 082328257E+05,  2. 810778365E+01,  - 2. 975232262E- 03,  1. 854997534E- 07,  - 5. 796231540E- 12,  

7. 191720164E- 17,  8. 890942630 D+05,  - 2. 181728151 D+02] ;

% Ar  
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aAr _1 = [ 0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  2. 500000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  0. 000000000 D+00,  

0. 000000000 D+00,  - 7. 453750000 D+02,  4. 379674910 D+00] ;

aAr _6 = [ 2. 010538475 D+01,  - 5. 992661070 D- 02,  2. 500069401 D+00,  - 3. 992141160 D- 08,  1. 205272140 D- 11,  - 1. 819015576 D- 15,  

1. 078576636 D- 19,  - 7. 449939610 D+02,  4. 379180110 D+00] ;

aAr _20 = [ - 9. 951265080 D+08,  6. 458887260 D+05,  - 1. 675894697 D+02,  2. 319933363 D- 02,  - 1. 721080911 D- 06,  6. 531938460 D-

11,  - 9. 740147729 D- 16,  - 5. 078300340 D+06,  1. 465298484 D+03] ;  

Spec Na me = {' N2' ,' O2' ,' N' ,' O' ,' Ar' }; 

Lo wT Coef  = [ aN2_1; aO2_1; aN_1; aO_1; aAr _1] ;  

mi dTCoef  = [ aN2_6; aO2_6; aN_6; a O_6; aAr _6] ;  

Hi ghTCoef  = [ aN2_20; aO2_20; aN_20; aO_20; aAr _20] ;  

%Ent hal py cal cul at ed f r o m 2002 NASA t her mo pr operti es 

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

 hM = hf unct ( mi dTCoef (i i ,:), TM);  

 hH = hf unct ( Hi ghTCoef (i i ,:), TH);  

 h(i i ,:) = [ hM, hH] ;  % [ J/ k mol ]  

end 

% Ent r opy cal cul at ed f r o m 2002 NASA t her mo pr operti es 

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

 s M = sf unct ( mi dTCoef (i i ,:), TM, P);  

 sH = sf unct ( Hi ghTCoef (i i ,:), TH, P);  

 so(i i ,:) = [ s M, s H] ;  % [ J/ k mol  K]  

end 

% s peci fi c heat  at const ant  pr essur e cal cul at ed f r o m 2002 NASA t her mo pr operti es 

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

 cp M = cpf unct ( mi dTCoef (i i ,:), TM);  

 cpH = cpf unct ( Hi ghTCoef (i i ,:), TH);  

 cp(i i ,:) = [ cp M, cpH] ;  

end 

% Gi bbs Ener gy  

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( T)  

 f or i ii  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

 g(i ii ,ii ) = h(i ii ,ii )- T(i i )*so(i ii ,ii ); 

 end 

end 

%% Equi l i bri um cal acuat i on 

sz = si ze( T);  

Aa = zer os( sz);  

Aa( 1) = 0. 78;  

Bb = zer os( sz);  

Bb( 1) = 0. 21;  

Cc = zer os( sz);  

Dd = zer os( sz);  

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( T)  

    [ Mol eFr act s1(:,i i ), Aa(i i +1), Bb(i i +1), Cc(i i +1), Dd(i i +1)]   = equi f unct For mul a( T(i i ), v, g, Aa(i i ), Bb(i i ), Cc(i i ), Dd(i i ), Tr ange);  

end 

%% Pr operti es f r o m 200- 1000K 

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

    hL(i i ,:) = hf unct ( LowT Coef (i i ,:), TL);  

end 

h = [ hL, h] ; 

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

    sL(i i ,:) = sf unct ( LowT Coef (i i ,:), TL, P);  

end 

so = [ sL, so] ;  

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( TL)  

    i ni ti al Mol es(:,i i ) = Mol eFr act s1(: , 1);  

end 

Mol eFr act s1 = [i ni ti al Mol es, Mol eFr act s1] ;  

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( Spec Na me)  

    cpL(i i ,:) = cpf unct ( LowT Coef (i i ,:), TL);  

end 

cp = [ cpL, cp] ; 
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T = [ TL, T] ; 

  

%% Mi xt ur e Pr operti es  

% Mi xt ur e Mol ecul ar Wei ght  

f or i i  = 1:l engt h( T)  

    M_ wei ght ed(i i ) = su m( M' . * Mol eFr act s1(: ,ii )); 

end 

  

% Ent hal py  

h_cont ri buti on = h. * Mol eFr act s1;  

h_ wei ght ed = su m( h_cont ri buti on, 1);  

  

% Cal cul ati ng cp f r o m Ent hal py ( dh/ dT) P = Cp  

cp_ wei ght ed = deri vati ve( T, h_wei ght ed);  

  

% Ent r opy 

so_cont ri buti on = so. * Mol eFr act s1;  

so_ wei ght ed = su m( so_cont ri buti on, 1);  

  

% Cp  

cp_cont ri buti on = cp. * Mol eFr act s1;  

cp_ wei ght ed1 = su m( cp_cont ri buti on, 1);  

  

%% Functi ons 

  

hf unct  

sf unct  

cpf unct  

equi f unct For mul a 

  

f uncti on [ h1 ] = hf unct ( a1, T)  

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

h1 = Ru. * T. *(- a1( 1). * T. ^- 2+a1( 2). *l og( T)./ T+a1( 3) +a1( 4)/ 2. * T+a1( 5)./ 3. * T. ^2+a1( 6). / 4. * T. ^3+a1( 7)./ 5. * T. ^4+a1( 8)./ T);  

end 

  

f uncti on [ so ] = sf unct ( a1, T)  

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

so = Ru. *(- a1( 1)./ 2. * T. ^- 2- a1( 2). * T. ^- 1+a1( 3). *l og( T) +a1( 4). * T+a1( 5)./ 2. * T. ^2+a1( 6)./ 3. * T. ^3+a1( 7). / 4. * T. ^4+a1( 9));  

end 

  

f uncti on [ cp1 ] = cpf unct ( a1, T1)  

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

cp1 = Ru. *( a1( 1) * T1. ^- 2+a1( 2) * T1. ^- 1+a1( 3) +a1( 4) * T1+a1( 5) * T1. ^2+a1( 6) * T1. ^3+a1( 7) * T1. ^4);  

end 

  

f uncti on [ MF,  A,  B,  C,  D]  = equi f unct For mul a( T, v, g, E, F, G, H, Tv)  

% Spec Na me = {' N2' ,' O2' ,' N' ,' O' ,' Ar' }; 

  

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

Po = 100e3;  % r ef er ence Pr essur e [ Pa]  

k mol eN2i  = 0. 78;  

k mol eO2i  = 0. 21;  

k mol eAri  = 0. 01;  

e = k mol eAri ; 

  

MN2 = 28. 0134000;  

MO2 = 31. 9988000;  

MN = 14. 0061514;  

MO = 15. 9994000;  

MAr  = 39. 9480000;  

M = [ MN2,  MO2,  MN,  MO,  MAr] ; 

  

X N2f i  = E/ ( E+F+ G+ H+e);  

X O2f i  = F/ ( E+F+ G+ H+e);  

X Nf i  = G/ ( E+F+ G+ H+e);  

X Of i  = H/ ( E+F+ G+ H+e);  

XAr fi  = e/ ( E+F+ G+ H+e) ;  

  

Mmi x = ( XN2f i * M( 1) +XO2f i * M( 2) +XNf i * M( 3) +XOf i * M( 4) +XArfi * M( 5));  

R mi x = Ru/ Mmi x;  
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P = Rmi x* T/ v;  % EOS 

g N2 = g( 1, : ); 

g O2 = g( 2, : ); 

g N = g( 3, : ); 

g O = g( 4, : ); 

i nd = fi nd( Tv==T) ;  

g N2T = gN2(i nd);  

g O2T = gO2(i nd);  

g NT = gN(i nd);  

g OT = g O(i nd);  

sy ms a b c d 

X N2 = a/ ( a+b+c+d+e);  

X O2 = b/ ( a+b+c+d+e);  

X N = c/ ( a+b+c+d+e);  

X O = d/ ( a+b+c+d+e);  

[ Y1,  Y2,  Y3,  Y4]  = vpasol ve([ 2* k mol eN2i ==2* a+c,  2* k mol e O2i ==2* b+d,  ( XN2* P/ Po) ^- 1*( XN* P/ Po) ^2 == exp(-((-

1) * gN2T+2* gNT) / ( Ru* T) ), ( XO2* P/ Po) ^- 1*( XO* P/ Po) ^2 == exp(-((- 1) * gO2T+2* g OT)/ ( Ru* T) )],[ a,  b, c,  d] );  

% ( XN2* P/ Po) ^- 1*( XN* P/ Po) ^2 == exp(-((- 1) * gN2+2* gN)/ ( Ru* T) )  

% ( XO2* P/ Po) ^- 1*( XO* P/ Po) ^2 == exp(-((- 1)* gO2+2* g O)/ ( Ru* T) )  

A = doubl e( Y1);  

A = A( A>=0 & A<= E);  

A = mean( A);  

B = doubl e( Y2);  

B = B( B>=0 & B<=F);  

B = mean( B);  

C = doubl e( Y3);  

C = C( C>= G & C<=( 2* k mol eN2i )); 

C = mean( C);  

D = doubl e( Y4);  

D = D( D>= H & D<=( 2* k mol eO2i ));  

D = mean( D);  

X N2f  = A/ ( A+B+ C+ D+e) ;  

X O2f  = B/ ( A+B+ C+ D+e);  

X Nf  = C/ ( A+B+ C+ D+e) ;  

X Of  = D/ ( A+B+ C+ D+e);  

XAr f  = e/ ( A+B+ C+ D+e);  

MF = [ XN2f , XO2f , XNf ,  XOf ,  XArf ]; 

end 

A.1.2. Thermodynamic Properties Code 

l oad(' Hot Ai r _150K. mat ' ) 

cl ose all  

cl c 

cl ear var s - except  T Mol eFr act s1 h_wei ght ed so_wei ght ed M_ wei ght ed cp_wei ght ed cp_wei ght ed1 so h 

SavePl ot  = 0;  

pl ot Ther mo Pr op = 0;  

Cap = 1000;   

%% Uni t s 

% Lengt h - met er s [ m]  

% t i me - seconds [ s]  

% Te mper at ur e - Kel vi n [ K]  

% Mass - ki l ogr a m [ kg]  

% Pr essur e - Pascal  [ Pa]  
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% Ener gy - Joul e [ J]  

% Mol ar - ki l omol es [ k mol e]  

  

%% Ov er al l  Pr operti es 

Ru = 8314. 4598;  % [ J k mol ^- 1 K^- 1]  

Po = 100e3;  % [ Pa]  

P = 23331;  % [ Pa]  

  

% Mi xt ur e Speci fi c Gas Const ant   

R mi x = Ru. / M_ wei ght ed;  % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

  

% Eht nal py,  Ent r opy and Speci fi c Heat  on a per kg basi s  

h_ wei ght ed_kg = h_wei ght ed. / M_ wei ght ed;  % [ J kg^- 1]  

so_ wei ght ed_kg = so_wei ght ed. / M_ wei ght ed;  % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

cp_ wei ght ed_kg = cp_wei ght ed. / M_ wei ght ed;  % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

cp_ wei ght ed_ NASA_k g = cp_wei ght ed1. / M_ wei ght ed;   % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

  

% I nt er nal  Ener gy  

u_ wei ght ed = h_wei ght ed - Ru. * T;  % [ J kg^- 1]  

u_ wei ght ed_kg = h_wei ght ed_kg - Rmi x. * T;  % [ J kg^- 1]  

  

% Speci fi c Heat  const ant  vol u me  

cv_wei ght ed = cp_wei ght ed- Ru;  

cv_wei ght ed_kg = cv_wei ght ed. / M_ wei ght ed;  

cv_wei ght ed_NASA = cp_wei ght ed1- Ru;  

cv_wei ght ed_NASA_kg = cv_wei ght ed_ NASA. / M_ wei ght ed;  

  

%% I f  st at e ment  f or di ff er ent  Caps  

if Cap == 100 

    capTi tl e = ' 100pF' ; 

    C = 179e- 12;  

    fi nal ExpandedAr ea = 3. 4e- 6;  % [ m̂ 2]  

    Fi l ament Vol u me = 3. 95e- 9;  % [ m̂ 3]  

    max Tot al Expansi onRat i o = 6. 9;   % Ar ea fi nal  / A di schar ge  

    mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o = 3. 75;   % Ar ea fi nal  / Ar ea earl i er ( 5. 6us)  

     

    k = l i nspace( 1, 1. 8,  299);  % 100pF 

    et a = l i nspace( 0. 67,  0. 92,  300); % 100pF 

     

    xl oc = [ 70,  80,  90] ; % 100pF 

    yl oc = [ 4. 01,  5. 05,  6. 33] ; 

    zl oc = [ 26. 05,  26,  26] ; 

end 

if Cap == 1000 

    capTi tl e = ' 1000pF' ;  

    C = 1078e- 12;  

    fi nal ExpandedAr ea = 5e- 6;  % [ m̂ 2]  

    Fi l ament Vol u me = 3. 2e- 9;  % [ m̂ 3]  

    max Tot al Expansi onRat i o = 26. 9;   % Ar ea fi nal  / A di schar ge  

    mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o = 1. 8;   % Ar ea fi nal  / Ar ea earl i er ( 15us)  

     

%     k = l i nspace( 1, 8, 299);  

%     et a = l i nspace( 0. 08,  0. 30,  300); % 

  

    k = l i nspace( 1, 4, 299); % r educed k r ange  

    et a = l i nspace( 0. 13,  0. 30,  300); % r educed k r ange  

  

    xl oc = [ 10,  22. 5,  27. 5] ; % 1000pF fi nal  Vol  = 38. 1 mm3  

    yl oc = [ 2. 1,  6. 72,  10. 11] ; 

    zl oc = [ 50,  38. 6,  38. 6] ; 

end 

if Cap == 10000 

    capTi tl e = ' 10000pF' ;  

    C = 10550e- 12;  

    fi nal ExpandedAr ea = 14e- 6;  % [ m̂ 2]  

    Fi l ament Vol u me = 1. 7e- 9;  % [ m̂ 3]  

     

    max Tot al Expansi onRat i o = 108;   % Ar ea fi nal  / A di schar ge 

    mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o = 2. 0;   % Ar ea fi nal  / Ar ea earl i er ( 15us)  

%      
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%     k = l i nspace( 1. 8, 32, 299); % 2 t o 32 

%     et a = l i nspace( 0. 025,  0. 118,  300); % 10000pF 

  

    k = l i nspace( 1. 9, 15, 299);  % r educed k r ange  

    et a = l i nspace( 0. 05,  0. 118,  300);  % r educed k r ange  

  

    xl oc = [ 3,  8, 8. 95,  10,  11. 5] ; % 10000pF fi nal  Vol  = 106. 7 mm3  

    yl oc = [ 2. 2 10. 5,  18. 8,  25. 6,  30. 7] ;  

    zl oc = [ 110,  110,  110,  110,  108] ;  

end 

  

% L1 wi l l  expand t oo but  assu mi ng const ant  

L1 = 0. 3;  % [i n]  

L1 = L1* 0. 0254;  % convert  t o [ m]   

fi nal ExpandedVol u me = fi nal ExpandedAr ea* L1;  % [ m̂ 3]  

  

%% Ener gy I nput  

Ec = 0. 5* C* 6000^ 2;  

Ei n = Ec* et a;  

  

%% St at e Pr operti es  

% St at e 1:  Ambi ent  Tunnel  Condi ti ons  

    V_1 = Fi l ament Vol u me;  % [ m̂ 3]  

    P_1 = 23331;  % [ Pa]  

    T_1 = 155;  % [ K]  

    R_1 = i nt er p1( T, Rmi x, T_1); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

    v_1 = R_1* T_1/ P_1;  % [ m̂ 3 kg^- 1]  

    m_1 = Fi l ament Vol u me/ v_1;  % [ kg]  

    r ho_1 = 1/ v_1;  % [ kg m̂ - 3]  

  

    h_1 = i nt er p1( T, h_wei ght ed_kg, T_1); % [ J kg^- 1]  

    so_1 = i nt er p1( T, so_wei ght ed_kg, T_1); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

    s_1 = so_1- R_1*l og( P_1/ Po);  % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

    u_1 = i nt er p1( T, u_wei ght ed_kg, T_1); % [ J kg^- 1]  

  

    % St at e 2:  Hot  Bubbl e  

    v_2 = v_1;  % [ m̂ 3 kg^- 1]  

    m_2 = m_1;  % [ kg]  

f or i i =1:l engt h( et a);  

     

    u_2(i i ) = u_1+Ei n(i i )/ m_1;  % Ener gy bal ance ( const ant  vol u me heat i ng f r om st at e 1) [ J kg^- 1]  

    T_2(i i ) = i nt er p1( u_wei ght ed_kg, T, u_2(i i ));  

    R_2(i i ) = i nt er p1( T, Rmi x, T_2(i i )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

    P_2(i i ) = R_2(i i ). * T_2(i i )./ v_2;  % [ Pa]  

    r ho_2 = 1/ v_2;  % [ kg m̂ - 3]  

  

    h_2(i i ) = i nt er p1( T, h_wei ght ed_kg, T_2(i i )); % [ J kg^- 1]  

    so_2(i i ) = i nt er p1( T, so_wei ght ed_kg, T_2(i i )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

    s_2(i i ) = so_2(i i )- R_2(i i ). *l og( P_2(i i )/ Po); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

     

    u_ m = u_1;  

    h_ m = h_1;  

    s_ m = s_1;  

    v_ m = v_1;  

    T_ m = T_1;  

    P_ m = P_1;  

    f or i ii =1:l engt h( k)  

        % Mass t o be mi xed ( a mbi ent  condi ti ons)  

        m_ m(i i i ) = ( k(i ii)- 1) * m_2;  

  

        % St at e 3:  Mi xed hot  st at e 

        m_3(i i i ) = k(i ii )* m_2;  % [ kg]  

        u_3(i i i ,ii ) = ( m_2* u_2(i i ) + m_ m(i i i )* u_ m) / m_3(i ii ); % fi r st  l aw,  assu me:  no W or Q [ J kg^- 1]  

         

        % assu mei ng mi xi ng occur s wi t hout  a speci fi c vol u me change [ m̂ 3 kg^-1]  

        v_3(i ii ,ii ) = ( m_2* v_2 + m_ m( i i i )*v_ m) / m_3(i i i );   

        T_3(i ii ,ii ) = i nt er p1( u_wei ght ed_kg, T, u_3(i i i ,ii )); % [ K]  

        R_3(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( T, Rmi x, T_3(i ii ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

        P_3(i i i ,ii ) = R_3(i i i ,ii )* T_3(i i i ,ii )/ v_3(i ii ,ii ); % [ Pa]  

        r ho_3(i ii ,ii ) = 1/ v_3(i i i ,ii ); % [ kg m̂ - 3]  
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        h_3(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( T, h_wei ght ed_kg, T_3(i i i ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1]  

        so_3(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( T, so_wei ght ed_kg, T_3(i i i ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

        s_3(i ii ,ii ) = so_3(i i i ,ii )- R_3(i i i ,ii )*l og( P_3(i ii ,ii )/ Po);  % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

  

        % St at e 4:  I sent r opi c expansi on t o a mbei nt  pr essur e  

        P_4 = P_1;   

        s_4 = s_3;  % I sent r opi c assu mpt i on 

        m_4 = m_3;  

  

        so_4(i i i ,ii ) = so_3(i i i ,ii ) +R_3(i i i ,ii )*l og( P_4/ P_3(i i i ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

        T_4(i ii ,ii ) = i nt er p1( so_wei ght ed_kg, T, so_4(i i i ,ii )); % [ K]  

        R_4(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( T, Rmi x, T_4(i ii ,ii )); 

        % It er ati on on T_4 because R_4 i s dependent  on T_4 but  needed t o cal cul at e T_4  

        r em = 10;  

        whi l e r e m > 1 

            T_t e mp = T_4(i i i ,ii ); 

            so_4(i i i ,ii ) = so_3(i i i ,ii ) +R_4(i i i ,ii )*l og( P_4/ P_3(i ii ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

            T_4(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( so_wei ght ed_kg, T, so_4(i i i ,ii )); % [ K]  

            R_4(i i i ,ii ) = i nt er p1( T, Rmi x, T_4(i i i ,ii )); % [ J kg^- 1 K^- 1]  

            r e m = abs( T_4(i i i ,ii )- T_t e mp) ;  

        end 

        v_4(i ii ,ii ) = R_4(i i i ,ii )* T_4(i i i ,ii )/ P_4;  % [ m̂ 3 kg^- 1]  

        r ho_4(i ii ,ii ) = 1/ v_4(i i i ,ii ); % [ kg m̂ - 3]  

        Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o(i ii ,ii ) = v_4(i ii ,ii )/ v_3(i i i ,ii ); 

        fi nal _densi t y_r ati o(i ii ,ii ) = r ho_4(i i i ,ii )/r ho_1;   

        Densi t yPr ecent age(i i i ,ii ) = r ho_1/ r ho_4(i i i ,ii ); 

    end 

end 

  

k_ m = k' * ones( 1,l engt h( et a));  

Tot al Expansi onRat i o = k_ m. * Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o;  

  

m_4 m = m_4' * ones( 1,l engt h( et a)); % [ kg]  

Vol 4 = v_4. * m_4 m;  % [ m̂ 3]   

vol u me Rat i o = Vol 4/ Fi l ament Vol u me;  

  

%% Pl ot s  

  

i f pl ot Ther mo Pr op 

    i f SavePl ot  

        ol ddi r =cd;  % Don' t change 

        dat adi r =' / User s/ ngawl oski / Docu ment s/ Gr ad School  _ Thesi s/ Ther mo Model  / Mat l ab Resul t s' ; 

        cd( dat adi r) % Changes t he curr ent  di r ect or y 

    end 

  

    Spec Na me = {' N2' ,' O2' ,' N' ,' O' ,' Ar' }; 

    % Mol e Fr acti on Pl ot  

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, Mol eFr act s1( 1, : ), T, Mol eFr act s1( 2, : ), T, Mol eFr act s1( 3, : ), T, Mol eFr act s1( 4, : ), T, Mol eFr act s1( 5, : ),' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Mol e Fr acti on of  Hi gh Te mper at ur e Ai r ( N_2,  O_2,  N,  O,  Ar)' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Mol e Fr acti on ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    Leg = { Spec Na me{ : }}; 

    l egend( Leg)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Mol eFr acti ons_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

  

    % Ent hal py Pl ot   

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, h_wei ght ed_kg,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 
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    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Ent hal py of  Hi gh Te mper at ur e Ai r ( N_2,  O_2,  N,  O,  Ar)' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Ent hal py [ J/ kg]  ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Ent hal py_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

  

    fi gur e 

    pl ot ( T, h/ 1000, T, h_wei ght ed/ 1000, ' x-' ,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    yl i m([ 0 11e5] )  

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Mol ar Ent hal py of  Hi gh Te mper at ur e Ai r' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Ent hal py [ kJ/ k mol e]  ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    Leg = { Spec Na me{ : },' Hi gh Te mp Ai r Mi xt ur e' }; 

    l egend( Leg,' Locati on' ,' nort hwest' ) 

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Mol ar Ent hal py_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

  

  

    % Ent r opy Pl ot   

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, so_wei ght ed_kg,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Ent r opy of  Hi gh Te mper at ur e Ai r ( N_2,  O_2,  N,  O,  Ar)' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Ent r opy [ J/ kg K]  ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Ent r opy_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

  

    fi gur e 

    pl ot ( T, so/ 1000, T, so_wei ght ed/ 1000, ' x-' ,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Mol ar Ent r opy ( at  Po = 100k Pa)' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Ent r opy [ kJ/ k mol e K]  ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    Leg = { Spec Na me{ : },' Hi gh Te mp Ai r Mi xt ur e' }; 

    l egend( Leg,' Locati on' ,' nort hwest' ) 

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  
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        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Mol ar Ent r opy_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

  

  

    % Speci fi c Heat   

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, cp_wei ght ed_kg/ 1000, T, cv_wei ght ed_kg/ 1000, T, cp_wei ght ed_NASA_kg/ 1000, T, cv_wei ght ed_ NASA_k g/ 1000, ' Li ne Wi d

t h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Speci fi c Heat s of  Hi gh Te mper at ur e Ai r' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Speci fi c Heat  [ kJ/ kg K]  ' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    Leg = {' Cp ( Di ff of  Ent hal py)' , ' Cv ( Di ff of Ent hal py)' ,' Cp ( No Di ssoci ati on)' ,'Cv ( No Di ssoci ati on)' }; 

    l egend( Leg)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Speci fi cHeat s_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

     

    % Ga mma  

    ga mma = cp_wei ght ed_kg. / cv_wei ght ed_kg;  

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, ga mma, ' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Rati o of Spaci fi c Heat s ( Ga mma)' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Ga mma' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Ga mma_150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

     

    % Speci fi c Gas Const ant  

    fi gur e  

    pl ot ( T, Rmi x,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2) 

    gri d on 

    xti k=get ( gca,' xti ck' ); 

    s=spri nt f (' %d' , xti k( 1)); 

    f or i =2:l engt h( xti k) 

        s=st r vcat ( s, spri nt f (' %d' , xti k(i ))); 

    end 

    set ( gca,' xti ckl abel ' , s) 

    ti tl e(' Speci fi c Gas Const ant  of Hi gh Te mp Ai r Mi xt ur e' ,' Font Si ze' , 16)  

    xl abel (' Te mper at ur e [ K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    yl abel (' Gas Const ant  [ J/ kg K]' ,' Font Si ze' , 14)  

    set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

    i f SavePl ot  

        pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Gas Const ant _150K. j pg' ] ) 

    end 

      

    i f SavePl ot  

        cd( ol ddi r) %changes back t o ol d di r ect or y wher e t hi s f uncti on i s l ocat ed 

    end 

end 

  

  

%% Sur f ace Pl ot ti ng 

% Usi ng Expansi on Rat i o 
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% St at es 

% St at e 1:  Ambi ent  Tunnel  Condi ti ons  

% St at e 2:  Hot  Bubbl e 

% St at e 3:  Mi xed hot  st at e 

% St at e 4:  I sent r opi c expansi on t o a mbi ent  pr essur e  

  

% K- Fact or = quant i fi es t he a mount  of  mass t o be mi xed:  m_3 = k(i ii )* m_2;  

  

% f i nal ExpandedVol u me = Kno wn val ue f or each cap = Fi nal  Ar ea measur ed fr om schl i er en pi cs mul ti pl i ed by el ect r ode gap  

% Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o = fi nal  speci fi c vol u me di vi ded by mi xed hot  st at e speci fi c vol u me = v_4 /  v_3 

% Tot al Expansi onRat i ob = Bubbl e expansi on r ati o mul ti pl i ed by k f act or   = k_ m. * Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o;  

  

f or i i  =1:l engt h( et a)  

    BER_ mat chEx p(i i ) = i nt er p1( Vol 4(:,ii ), Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o(:,ii ),fi nal ExpandedVol u me) ;  % vect or  

    TER_ mat chExp(i i ) = i nt er p1( Vol 4(:,i i ), Tot al Expansi onRat i o(:,ii ),fi nal ExpandedVol u me);  %  

    FEV_ mat chEx p(i i ) = fi nal ExpandedVol u me;  % Vect or t he si ze of  et a of fi nal ExpandedVol u me t hat  wi l l  be Na Ned  

end 

  

%  

FEV_ mat chExp( TER_ mat chExp> max Tot al Expansi onRat i o| BER_ mat chEx p<mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o|i snan( BER_ mat chEx p) ) 

= Na N;  % exceed t he max expansi on r ati o 

  

mi nBERx = [ et a( 1) * 70,  et a( end) * 110] ;  

mi nBERy = [ mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o,  mi nBubbl eExpansi onRat i o] ;  

mi nBERz = [fi nal ExpandedVol u me* 1. 1, fi nal ExpandedVol u me* 1. 1] ;  

max BERx = [ et a( 1) * 70,  et a( end) * 110] ;  

max BERy = [ max Tot al Expansi onRat i o,  max Tot al Expansi onRat i o] ;  

max BERz = [fi nal ExpandedVol u me* 1. 1, fi nal ExpandedVol u me* 1. 1] ;  

s = [ 45] ;  

  

% Pl ot  f or cr eati ng surf ace 

fi gur e 

pl ot 3( et a* 100, BER_ mat chEx p, FEV_ mat chExp* 1000^ 3, ' k' ,' Li ne Wi dt h' , 2);  

hol d on 

scat t er 3( xl oc, yl oc, zl oc, s,' r' ,' fill ed' ) 

% hol d on 

% pl ot 3( mi nBERx, mi nBERy, mi nBERz, ' -- m' ) 

% pl ot 3( max BERx, max BE Ry, max BE Rz, ' -- g' ) 

vol Leg = [' Fi nal  Vol u me = ' , nu m2st r(r ound(fi nal ExpandedVol u me* 1000^ 3, 1)), ' mm̂ 3' ]; 

Leg = { vol Leg,' Tv Di agr a m' }; %, ' BER_{ mi n}' ,' BER_{ max}' };  

l egend( Leg,' Locati on' ,' nort hwest' ) 

vi ew( 0, 90)  

hol d on 

surf ( et a* 100, Bubbl eExpansi onRat i o, Vol 4* 1000^ 3)  

xl i m([ ( mi n( et a) * 100- 0. 5) ( max( et a) * 100+0. 5)] ) 

vi ew( 0, 90)  

shadi ng fl at  

c = col or bar;  

yl abel ( c, ' Fi nal  Vol u me [ mm̂ 3]' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

xl abel (' Ef fi ci ency (\ et a) [ %] ' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

yl abel (' Bubbl e Expansi on Rat i o' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

zl abel (' Fi nal  Vol u me [ mm̂ 3] ' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

pl ot Ti tl e = [' Reduced Surf ace of  Possi bl e Sol uti ons:  \ et a vs BER ( C = 1081pF)' ]; 

ti tl e( pl ot Ti tl e,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

  

  

i f SavePl ot  

    ol ddi r =cd;  % Don' t change 

    dat adi r =[' / User s/ ngawl oski / Docu ment s/ Gr ad School  _ Thesi s/ Ther mo Model  / Mat l ab Resul t s/' , capTi tl e] ; 

    cd( dat adi r) % Changes t he curr ent  di r ect or y 

    pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Tot al Di schar geEf fi ci ency_surf acePl ot _ mm3_ Reduced. j pg' ] ) 

    cd( ol ddi r)  

end 

  

%% Co mbi ned Ener gy Pl ot  

  

BE Rp = [ 0, 5,  6. 7,  25. 3] ; 
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Ef f x = [ 0,  178,  1081,  10560] ;  

Ef f x = Ef f x* 1e- 12* 0. 5* 6158^ 2* 1000;  

fi gur e 

pl ot ( Ef f x, BERp)  

r 1 = r ect angl e(' posi ti on' ,[ Ef f x( 2) *. 7, 4. 0, 2, 2. 4] ) 

set (r 1,' f acecol or' ,' r' ) 

r 2 = r ect angl e(' posi ti on' ,[ Ef f x( 3) *. 95, 5. 3, 2, 3. 1] ) 

set (r 2,' f acecol or' ,' r' ) 

r 3 = r ect angl e(' posi ti on' ,[ Ef f x( 4) *. 995, 10. 6, 2, 20] ) 

set (r 3,' f acecol or' ,' r' ) 

hol d on 

scat t er( Ef f x, BERp,' b' ,' fill ed' ) 

gri d on 

xl abel (' El ect ri cal  Ener gy [ mJ]' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

yl abel (' Bubbl e Expansi on Rat i o' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

ti tl e(' I nput  Ener gy vs.  Bubbl e Expansi on Rat i o' ,' Font Si ze' , 12)  

set ( gcf , ' Posi ti on' , get ( 0,' Scr eensi ze' )); % Maxi mi ze fi gur e.   

i f SavePl ot  

 ol ddi r =cd;  % Don' t change 

 dat adi r =[' / User s/ ngawl oski / Docu ment s/ Gr ad School  _ Thesi s/ Ther mo Model  / Mat l ab Resul t s' ]; 

 cd( dat adi r) % Changes t he curr ent  di r ect or y 

 pri nt ( gcf ,' -r 600' ,' - dj peg95' ,[' Ener gy Vs BER. j pg' ] ) 

 cd( ol ddi r)  

end 

A.2. Schlieren images 

A.2.1. Images for C=100pF 
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A.2.2. Images for C=1000pF 
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A.2.3. Images for C=10000pF 
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